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Adults with DisabilitiesPublic Report P    PR031716RAYB WRAY 30.1 10/1/16  2:30pm 28:30 28:30
        

Host Troy Brown interviews Erica White with Diversified Opportunities.  They are a community rehab program that does 
job training for people 16 years and older with disabilities.  They serve Wilson, Wayne and Greene Counties.  In the Job 
Development Program they begin by evaluating the person to see what areas they need help in.  They teach them how to 
interview, how to interact with co-workers and supervisors.  They focus on their strengths to get them ready for a job.  
They help them put together a resume, do job searches, job coaching, physical development.  There are networks with 
local businesses.  Employers will allow Diversified to come into the business as a job coach to work side by side with the 
employee until they are competent.  The Adult Development Vocation Program is a longer term program to help people 
that are not quite ready for a job.  They are there from 8 to 4, Monday through Friday to get accustomed to a work day.
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Youth/Mental HealthPublic Report P    PR060216RAYB WRAY 30.1 10/8/16  2:30pm 28:30 28:30
        

This Public Report featured host Sherman Blandon interviewing Ashley Boswell of Shepherd Youth Ranch in Raleigh.  
When Ashley was young, she loved animals and went to Sea World and saw the dolphins.  She found out that dolphins 
were being used to help kids.  At 8 years old she accepted Christ and knew she wanted to use animals to help people.  
She decided to use her masters in counseling and her love of animals together to help kids.  Since horses were more 
available in North Carolina than dolphins, she decided to use horses.  Shepherd Youth Ranch has three programs to help 
kids.  

1. Trails to Success is an equine assisted psychotherapy program that has been running for 12 years. It is used to 
help kids that have trauma, have been abused or neglected.  It is a 24 week intensive therapy.  It helps the 
children and the parents, who are updated on the goals and progress.  Horses can read body language and they 
respond to the kids emotions.

2.  Distinguished Riders is for autistic children.

3. Range of Change is a faith based anger management program that is in public schools.  

There is never a charge to the families of these children.  Many of the horses come from abuse and neglect and they can 
sense the kids feelings.  Results are kept in a database.  The first program has received 100% improvement.  99% that 
were court ordered to go through the program have never been in trouble with the law again.  Self worth improves 100%.  
They are taught about God’s healing and grace and that their identity comes from Christ.
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Domestic ViolencePublic Report P    PR031716RAYC WRAY 30.1 10/15/16  2:30pm 28:30 28:30
        

This edition of Public Report features Lynne White of Wesley Shelter in Wilson.  Host Troy Brown is the host.  Wesley 
Shelter is a domestic violence, sexual assault response agency for Wilson County.  It began in 1983 at the United 
Methodist church as a battered women’s shelter, so they could provide a safe living environment.  They have an attorney 
on staff to help the women.  Sometimes women are escaping violence and need shelter with only the clothes on their back.  
They offer a 24 hour telephone line for immediate response.  Victims of assault often need someone to go through the 
process with them at the hospital.  If someone is living with domestic violence but are not ready to leave their residence, 
people at the Shelter will give them advice.  The staff helps them recognize the cycle of violence.  If children grow up in 
violence they are more likely to be violent.   The cycle needs to be broken.  They are taught how a relationship should 
make them feel and how they should be treated.  There is info on their website, wesleyshelter.org, or call 291-2344 if 
people would like to help or need help.
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Connecting Generations/Public Report P    PR101316RAY WRAY 30.1 10/22/16  2:30pm 28:30 28:30
 Youth        

Host Sherman Blandon interviews Claude Gardner with Sound of Heaven Ministries in Rocky Mount.  They began in 
2011 as a way to bridge the generations through the arts and mentoring programs to promote the Kingdom of god.  On 
November 4th and 5th he is sponsoring a 2 day workshop named “War on the Floor” for worship leaders, musicians, 
dancers, and intercessors.  The name comes from Ruth and Boaz meeting on the threshing floor.  The training on the 4th is 
free.  There will be a charge of $35 for the 5th.  This includes meals, conference materials, training and a concert. For more 
information, call Claude at 252-557-9887 or tickets are available at the door.

The second half of the program features Carleen Wray with SAVE, Students Against Violence Everywhere.  The group 
began in Charlotte in 1989 after a young man was shot at a party.  His friends came together and decided that they did not 
want to lose another friend to violence.  The program is now in 48 states with 220,000 students involved.  It is in 
elementary, middle and high schools, boys and girls clubs and even in colleges.  They are taught life skills, how to 
manager conflict, how to prevent crime and how to serve others in the community.  SAVE is taught by students to youth 
that want to make a difference.  They are taught the difference between reporting a problem and tattling. Many school 
resource officers volunteer as advisors.  They are taught safe driving, not to text or drink and drive.  For more information, 
call Carleen at 919-661-7800.
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Praying for Legislators/Public Report P    PR102716RAYA WRAY 30.1 11/5/16  2:00pm 28:30 28:30
 Homelessness        

Scott Strother hosts the program with Brad Harbaugh of Capitol Commission in Raleigh.  Capitol Commission is a 
pastoral presence and promotes prayer for legislators.  God is involved in government.  Government is not evil.  Christ sat 
down with the politicians.  This group is non-political, non-denominational and they focus on the spiritual well being of 
legislators.  The Gospel changes hearts.  Discipleship changes minds.  God’s wisdom helps to guide the state of North 
Carolina and the nation.  They have weekly Bible studies with the politicians and a monthly breakfast to share prayer 
requests and pray with them.

The 2nd part of the program is with Lisa Rowe from Families Together.  This group was founded 36 years ago when 
several families in Raleigh came together to provide a place for low income families to stay while visiting families in the 
hospital.  They later started an emergency shelter for homeless people.  Then they started providing transitional housing 
and wrap around services.  The receive referrals from emergency shelters.  They find out what the person needs, whether 
they have a job, if they have transportation, if they have children and work with landlords that will house their families.  
They provide workshops to teach budgeting and have support groups.  They have partners that offer employment 
counseling and education.  They do home visits to be sure they remain housed.  Families Together is the largest provider 
of rapid re-housing in Wake County.  They have 6 apartments for families that don’t fit the constraints of shelters.
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Youth Public Report P    PR102716RAYB WRAY 30.1 11/12/16  2:00pm 28:30 28:30
       

Host Troy Brown interviews Dr. Douglas Searcy from Barton College in Wilson, NC.  Dr. Searcy has been with Barton 
for 14 months.  They put their student’s needs first, encouraging them to push themselves and look deeper for 
opportunities.  Spiritual development and character development are important.  They are encouraged to explore their 
calling.  Staff wants to serve students and to encourage them to be better citizens.  96% of last years graduates are 
employed or in graduate school.
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Military Families/YouthPublic Report P    PR102716RAYC WRAY 30.1 11/19/16  2:00pm 28:30 28:30
       

Scott Strother interviews Dennis Roach with soldiers and Airmen Assistance Fund (SAAF).  They help families of 
deployed families by providing assistance, support and aid to North Carolina National Guard Soldiers and Airmen.  When 
Guard soldiers are not on active duty, they lose 95% of benefits.  Some lose jobs while on duty.  Some have medical 
issues.  This fund helps them.  Also helps with grants for housing, utilities, medical and food.  They help wounded 
warriors build homes.  They work with PTSD and suicide programs.  They don’t receive any state or federal funds.  
Everything is received by donation or fundraiser.

The second guest was Mary Rome Daniel talking about Younglife, which teaches students about Christ.  They are starting 
a chapter in Wilson County.  Each school has it’s own club that meets weekly.  There is also a group for middle schoolers.  
They learn about mission work.  This organization began in 1946.
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Local  interestPublic Report P    PR112116RAY WRAY 30.1 11/26/16  2:00pm 28:30 28:30
       



Host Scott Strother talks with Cindi Lauderdale from Wilson Botanical Gardens about Wilson Lights. The Wilson Ag 
Center is 6 acres divided into different areas.  They offer tours and are open 365 per year with free admission.  There are 
monthly education programs for adults, youth gardening programs, Tours for 3rd grade classes.  Master gardeners can give 
tours by appointment.  Children’s’ groups can be designed to fit the group.  There is event space created for weddings.  
They always need volunteers to help.
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Blindness Public Report P    PR111216RAY WRAY 30.1 12/03/16  2:00pm 28:30 28:30
       

Scott interviews Richard, Bob and DJ about MIRA.  Bob went blind at age 64.  He went to Canada to get a guide dog and 
found out that MIRA was the only organization in the world that provides guide dogs for children.  He began a US 
division.  They have now provided 25 children with guide dogs.  The cost to train the dog, have the children meet and 
train with the dog and transport the dog to the child’s home is $60,000 per dog.  They have more applications for dogs 
than they are able to fill.  They need donations.
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Military Families/YouthPublic Report P    PR103116RAYA WRAY 30.1 12/10/16  2:00pm 28:30 28:30
       

Scott Sauls interviews Ken Wasley from Children of Fallen Heros.  Ken’s dad was on the Army Golden Knight parachute 
team and was killed in an airplane accident.  He saw the needs of families of veteran families.  He worked with other non-
profit organizations and saw what worked.  They do tandem skydiving, offer scholarships for children, have equestrian 
center for kids and are working on a sailing program.  All military branches, law enforcement, fire departments and 
EMT’s families are included.  Their greatest need is funding.

JULIE AND FRIENDS CONTINUITY 4TH QUARTER 2016

#528

Air date: 10/3

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Joanie Higley, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Joanie talks about how long she has worked for TBN.

~how God is our ultimate boss. 

~ uplift TV.



~she was born in Germany.  How she grew up. When she accepted the Lord.

~why it’s important to give time to the Lord.

~why people need to be sensitive on how to hear God’s voice.

Joanie talks about:

~how Jonathan Byrd paid for her kids to go to a Christian school.

~how long she lived in Dallas.

~why it’s important to walk in God’s will.

#529

Air date: 10/4

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Joanie Higley, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to go to Video and Demand.

Joanie talks about:

~the time when she wanted to hear from the Lord.

~ God has corrected her so many times.

~ why people need to have God’s heart.

~how God abides in His people.

~God can break through any situation in your life.

~ how she prayed about a job.

Patricia talks about the time when she was called to ministry.

Joanie talks about:

~the pain that some people may go through.

~God can drop dreams on people’s minds.

#530



Air date: 10/5

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Joanie Higley, Cera Smith, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about how to deal with fear.

Joanie talks about:

~how she dealt with fear.

~why it’s important to speak God’s Word into others.

Patricia talks about why it’s important to be sensitive to God’s nudges.

Julie introduces a roll-in.

The ladies talk about how God shows each lady what he would like them to do, so they would avoid any 
trouble.

Joanie talks about how to grow with God.

Stacy talks about why people need to stay still and listen to God.

Julie talks about how people are harder on themselves than they are on other people. 

#531

Air date: 10/6

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Joanie Higley, Cera Smith, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about how fun Joanie is.

Joanie talks about:

~how God will give you His whole love.

Debbie talks about why people need to let God do what He is going to do. Why people need to give their 
issues to God.

Cera talks about how people are of three parts.  1 Corinthians 15:53, why people need to renew their 
minds to the Word of God. Why people need to declare scripture in their life. 

Julie introduces a roll-in.

Joanie talks about why people need to display God’s image.



Julie talks about how people deal with situations. Joanie talks about false humility.

Joanie talks about why people need to keep their eyes on Jesus.

Julie talks about why people need to be clear headed and healthy.

#532

Air date: 10/7

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Joanie Higley, Cera Smith, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about prophecy.

Joanie talks about:

~the different levels of prophecy.

~talks about the booklet There is No More Christianese.

The ladies talk about how God will use dreams to give a person a message.

The ladies talk about their dreams.

Joanie talks about the different kinds of dreams. 

#533

Air date: 10/10

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Lydia Brown, Tina Coonce, Cera Smith, Cathy Williams

Julie opens the program talking about how she met Lydia.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Lydia preaching.

Lydia talks about how she was saved.

~she has a heart for youth.

~sin is becoming more and more popular.

Julie talks about how the youth are going through identity issues.



Cera talks about the power of the Word of God.

~talks about the miracles that she has seen in ministry.

Lydia talks about how God can use people at any age.

Julie goes to break.

Lydia talks about her talent with social media.

Julie encourages the viewers to minister into somebody else’s lilfe.

#534

Air date: 10/11

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Tina Coonce, Toedy Gray, Cathy Williams, Bonnie Voorhees

Julie introduces Bonnie  to the program.

Tina talks about how the older women should teach the younger women.

Bonnie talks about the church that she and her husband pastor.

Toedy talks about the church that she pastors.

~talks about her new husband.

The ladies talks about what they do to find joy when they are depressed. Why it’s important to value your 
friends.

Toedy talks about her marriages.

Bonnie talks about her family.

Toedy sings Trusting Him.

#535

Air date: 10/12

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Tina Coonce, Toedy Gray, Cathy Williams, Bonnie Voorhees



Julie opens the program talking about the program Radiant Life.

Tina introduces the guests on the program.

Toedy and Tina talk about the program Road of Recovery.

The ladies talk about the importance of rest. Talk about how women respond to how they are treated. You 
cannot make a person respect you.

Tina talks about how to respect your husband.  Consider the positive aspects of your husband. 

The ladies talk about priorities. The ladies talk about submission. Talk about why communication with 
your husband  is important.

Tina introduces a roll-in of the clip of the Road of Recovery program.

Toedy talks about why people need to trust in God in difficult situations.

#536

Air date: 10/13

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Debbie McNeely, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Tina Coonce

Julie opens the program talking about how happy she is to have Tina on the program.

Tina talks about how children should take care of their elderly parents.

Debbie talks about how daughters and sons need to honor their parents.

~parents need to feel needed.

Patricia talks about how parents like to feel needed and wanted.

Debbie talks about how people want somebody to talk with.

Julie encourages the viewers to support the Julie and Friends program by getting the Jesus pins. 

Debbie talks about how memories are being made every day.

Cathy talks about what she does with her grand-children. 

#537

Air date: 10/14



Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely

Julie opens the program talking about why Tina is mad at her.

The ladies talk about how to deal with a daughter that is dating a man who is 20 years older than her.

The ladies talk about some wisdom in courting an older man.

Cathy talks about the importance in premarital counseling. 

Debbie talks about the power of prayer.

The ladies talk about how to deal with people in different seasons of their lives.

Cathy talks about her relationship with Eddie.

Tina encourages the viewers to learn the Word of God.

#538

Air date: 10/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely

Julie opens the program talking about Tina being on the program.

Tina talks with Patricia and Debbie about what Patricia and Debbie do when they are not taping Julie and 
Friends.

Patricia talks about her ministry.

Patricia talks about when Henry went away to hear God.

Debbie talks about the church that she pastors with her husband.

~why it’s important to seek God.

Cera makes a bean display.

Julie encourages the viewers to support the Julie and Friends program by buying the TCT hat. 

~encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

~encourages the viewers to get the Julie and Friends Bible. 

Debbie talks about her book called The Witness Stand.



Julie talks about the Joys of Oneness program. Talks about Eddie and Cathy’s book.

#539

Air date: 10/18

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely

Julie opens the program talking about the videos that she will be showing today.

Cathy makes sushi.

Tina talks about the ethnicity of Jesus.

Tina introduces a roll-in of the shopping frenzy.

Debbie talks about the importance of laughter.

Debbie talks about why people need to treat animals right.

Tina talks about what a calf meant.

Anna makes a stuffed tomato.

#540

Air date: 10/19

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Tina Coonce, Patricia Phillips, Debbie McNeely

Julie opens the program stating that Debbie knows her Bible verses

Debbie talks about how she learned scripture verses.

The ladies talk about confidence.

~how to walk in confidence. 

Debbie quotes 1 John 5:15, people need to put their confidence in the Lord.

~why people need to worship God in the battle. 

Tina talks about the power of words. People need to put on the mind of Christ.



~God can turn any situation around. 

Patricia talks about how people can be strong and other people around them will be stronger.

Tina talks about how Jesus will work your situations out for you.

#541

Air date: 10/20

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Tracey Mitchell

Julie opens the program talking about Tracey’s ministry.

Tracey talks about how God led her into ministry.

~talks about her testimony. 

~talks about the anger that she was experiencing. 

~the process of restoration. 

Julie introduces a roll-in.

Tracey talks about the different conferences that she hosts.

~how women can connect with one another.

~ her family.

#542

Air date: 10/21

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Tracey Mitchell

Julie opens the program talking about rejection.

Tracey talks about:

~how rejection is a good thing. Rejection is a stepping stone and a catalyst.

~what happens in a season of seperation.



~the circle of five.

~how people respond to rejection is a condition of their self-worth.

~why it’s important to be quick to obey God. 

Julie goes to break.

Tracey talks about:

~how to confront passive-aggressive people.

Julie talks about Tracey’s book: The Downside Up.  

#543

Air date: 10/24

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Tracey Mitchell

Julie opens the program talking about what the ladies are wearing.

Tracey talks about:

~people need to cultivate the next generation.

~this country has an identity crisis.

~different generations heard something on different frequencies. 

~why it’s important to hear.

~the difference in walking in fear or walking in faith.

Cathy talks about how God will help us in what we cannot do for Him. God will strengthen His people.

Tracey talks about:

~be careful in what you are passing on to your children.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#544

Air date: 10/25



Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Tracey Mitchell

Julie opens the program talking about imparting into the next generation.

Tracey talks about:

~healing the ones of the next generation.

~we need other people to teach the dead parts of us to come back to life.

Julie talks about Tracey’s book.

Tracey talks about why people need to pour into their children.

Julie encourages the viewers to send in their recipes.

#545

Air date: 10/26

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Stacy Pasoni, Tracey Mitchell

Julie opens the program talking about Genesis 3.

Tracey talks about healthy relationships.

~talks about how families should have vision.

~men should pursue a woman for a wife.

~why it’s important to refresh somebody else.

Julie encourages the viewers to get her book.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#546

Air date: 10/27

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Lain Rodgers.



Julie opens the program talking about Lain’s son who passed away.

Lain talks about The Master’s Table. 

~talks about Shalom Ministries.

Debbie talks about how Lain likes to give to others.

Lain talks about the people who work at Shalom that had experienced addiction.

Lain talks about the time she shot at her husband.

Lain talks about her son.  Her son had cancer. Her son died of cancer.

#547

Air date: 10/28

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Lain Rodgers.

Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer. 

Debbie talks about how funny Lain is. 

Lain talks about her driving. Talks about why people need to have humor in their life. 

~talks about some of the girls in the Shalom Ministry. 

~talks about how addiction is horrible.

Lain talks about how hard it is to see people suffer.

~abandonment is a cause for addiction. 

~she had to become a huggable person.

~how Shalom is funded.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#548

Air date: 10/31

Host: Julie Nolan



Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Lain Rodgers.

Julie opens the program talking about marriage.

Lain talks about her marriage.

Julie talks about Cathy and Eddie’s book Our Journey to Oneness. Introduces a roll-in called Love 
Knows.

Lain talks about the physical abuse in her marriage.

~talks about why people cannot always have their way. 

#549

Air date: 11/1

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Lain Rodgers.

Julie opens the program talking about Lain’s marriage.

Lain talks about how God can heal your relationships.

Julie talks about Cathy’s book Our Journey to Oneness.

Lain talks about why God deals with you in your marriage.

The ladies talks about why it’s important to appreciate your spouse.

~why people need to be praised.

Lain talks how their children were praying for their relationship.

Julie talks about Eddie’s and Cathy’s book Our Journey to Oneness.

Julie introduces a roll-in called Habits.

Julie encourages the viewers to support TCT and encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#550

Air date: 11/2

Host: Julie Nolan



Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Lain Rodgers.

Julie opens the program talking about why bad things happen to good people.

Debbie talks about how other people’s choices can bring tension.

Julie talks about how you need to focus on God throughout the situation.

Patricia encourages the viewers to accept what God allows.

The ladies talk about how people cannot accept what others are trying to tell them.

Debbie quotes Psalm 105, how God is slow to anger.

Julie talks about Psalm 103, God will do good for us.

Lain talks about her niece took a baby that the mother wanted to give away.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#551

Air date: 11/3

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Sara Bond, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how Sara is an entrepreneur. 

Sara talks about how she is treating utility poles. 

~the different types of utility poles.

Sara talks about the different trees that produce utility poles. 

~how she got into the business.

~talks about how the recession in 2008 hit the company. 

#552

Air date: 11/4

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Sara Bond, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips



Julie opens the program talking about Sara.

Sara talks about:

~ the different people that she had to rely on.

~ perseverance.

~why people should not take personally the situations that they go through.

~ The Night’s Shield Center for kids. 

Julie goes to break.

Julie talks about how she got in touch with Sara.

Sara talks about:

~The Night’s Shield.  Talks about Casa.  How many employees work at The Night’s Shield. 

#553

Air date: 11/7

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Cathy Williams, Sara Bond, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about what it’s like for a woman in a man’s world.

Sara talks about:

                ~why it’s important to have a mentor that would hold you accountable

                ~why it’s important to not allow your emotions to take over the situation

                ~why it’s important to enjoy the Journey

                ~use your obstacles to grow and learn

                ~do things to keep yourself healthy. For example: eat well and sleep well.

Julie talks about Cathy’s hobbies.

                ~encourages the viewers to support The Night’s Shield.

Sara talks about how long she has been hunting.



#554

Air date: 11/8

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Cathy Williams, Sara Bond, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how Sara is a hunter. How many deer she hunted.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the ladies hunting.

Sara talks about The Night’s Shield. 

                ~ what castles do for kids.     

                ~ the children at The Night’s Shield.

                ~ the toy room at The Night’s Shield

                ~what The Night’s Shield does for kids birthdays.

                ~how arts and crafts are healthy activities for the kids

                ~why these kids need prayer

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#555

Air date: 11/9

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Cathy Williams, Sara Bond, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about a woman in a man’s world.

Sara talks about:

~ why she would like pink ink to stamp lumber.

~people are blessed to give.

~talks about what can be donated to help The Night’s Shield.

Julie encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Sara talks about:



~why people need to recognize a distraction as a distraction.

~why people need to recognize impulses.

Debbie talks about why people need to serve God without distractions.

#556

Air date: 11/10

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how much wisdom Tina has.

~talks about the books Life in the Right Seat, and For Women Only. 

Tina talks about why people need to do things God’s way.

~why people need to allow God to prune them.

Debbie talks about the purification process.

Cathy talks about forgiveness. 

The ladies talk about benefits of being married. 

Cathy talks about how to love your husband. Why people need to humble themselves. 

The ladies talk about being married to the wrong person.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#557

Air date: 11/11

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about worship.

Tina talks about what worship is.

Tina talks about how people need to be moved in His presence.



Patricia talks about why people need to grow in their relationship with Christ. 

Tina talks about how to lead people into their worship of God. 

Cathy talks about when she learned about the importance of her relationship with Christ.

Debbie talks about why people need to minister to God. 

Tina talks about how God takes worship very seriously.

#558

Air date: 11/14

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about why we do not need to say everything that we think.

Cathy talks about why it’s important to say something in the tone that we mean to say it.

Tina talks about why all women should be under authority.

~the pastor’s responsibility is to maintain order in the church.

~why people need to be taught to accept  responsibility in the church.

Debbie talks about why it’s importance to approach God and to ask for prayer.

Julie talks about 2 Kings 22. Call for prayer.

#559

Air date: 11/15

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Tina Coonce, Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about the cooking segments.

Stacy makes salt and vinegar popcorn.

Cathy talks about Dionna.  Dionna makes Smokey Corn Salsa.

Anna makes a butterfly out of fruit.



Julie talks about how talented Debbie Futrell is.

#561

Air date: 11/16

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Sara Bond

Julie opens the program talking about how nice Cathy looks.

Sara talks about relationships. People should not have to work hard at relationships. 

~why people should not compromise their own intuition. 

~how adversity can make people stronger.

Sara talks about why it’s important to take care of yourself.

~why it’s important to enjoy the journey that you are on.

The ladies talk about Christian dating sites. Why it’s important to work out your issues before you begin 
dating.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#562

Air date: 11/17

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Sara Bond

Julie opens the program talking about what Stacy does.

~talks about self-esteem for women.

~talks about relationships. 

Sara talks about how she was so successful while she was married. 

Julie talks about why people need to speak good things into their spouse’s life.

Cathy talks about why people need to speak positive things when they are having a negative experience in 
their life. 



The ladies talk about why people need to build their self –esteem.

The ladies talk about what to do in an abusive relationship.

Julie encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#563

Air date: 11/18

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about diets.

Julie talks about God’s timing.

Patricia talks about how a bus that she was on had a flat tire and how God got them back on the road in 45 
minutes. How the ladies took on a Christ-like Spirit.

Debbie talks about how God does not abandon His people. 

Julie talks about why people should not allow themselves to get down when they go through problems. 

Cathy talks about how attitude is important.

Julie encourages the viewers to look for ways for God to show up in their situation. Encourages the 
viewers to call for prayer.

Dated: We are close to Thanksgiving #560

Air date: 11/21

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Sara Bond

Julie opens the program talking about The Night’s Shield.

The ladies talk about the holiday crafts.

The ladies talk about the people that like to cook turkeys for Thanksgiving.

The ladies talk about if they can sleep in the car.



The ladies talk about how to dry pine cones.

The ladies talk about how they wrap gifts.

Sarah talks about some wrapping tips. 

The ladies talk about if they have real or artificial Christmas trees in their homes during Christmas.

Julie encourages the viewers to send in their ideas to TCT.

Dated: Thanksgiving #569

Air date: 11/22/16

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Sara Bond, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how Sara knows how to wrap.

Dionna makes chocolate Biscotti. 

Julie makes a cheeseball.

Sara shows how to wrap a gift.

Sara wraps a rectangular object and a round object.

#568

Air date: 11/23/16

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Heather Nolan

Julie opens the program talking about her shoes. Where to find comfortable shoes.

Debbie talks about how cards can bless a person’s day.

The ladies read over the cards that they get.

The ladies show the different bookmarks that they received from a viewer. Read over the scriptures that 
they received with the gift. 

Anna makes a gift out of dish towels. She wraps a book with dish towels.

The ladies read more cards from the viewers.



The ladies talk about how people are not alone in the choices that they make. 

~God can use different types of people. 

~why people should not judge other people. We all fall.

Dated: Thanksgiving #JulieTG112416

Air date: 11/24/2016

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about Thanksgiving. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Debbie makes a pumpkin cake. Talks about why people need to be thankful.

Patricia makes stuffing.

Stacy makes food in a pumpkin.

Heather makes her noodles

Cera talks about her green bean casserole.

Natalie makes green beans

Cera makes Texas Caviar. Talks about being thankful.

Dated: Thanksgiving #JulieTG112516

Air date: 11/25/2016

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how today is a craft day.

Debbie makes a calming jar.

Stacy makes a chalkboard pumpkin.

Cathy makes a wreath.

Julie makes a foam turkey.



Cera makes a painted cup.

Julie talks about etiquette of setting the table. 

#564

Air date: 11/28

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about the viewer question.

The ladies talk about what to do if your spouse is a slob.

Debbie talks about why people need to talk about their problems. Talks about why people need to keep 
God’s principles.

The ladies talk about why it’s important for the husband to help the wife clean the house.

Cathy talks about how the man needs to help out with the chores.

The ladies talk about how productive they can be if they clean from room to room.

Patricia talks about doing something in the way that you will have the outcome that you want.

The ladies talk about how to deal with the in-laws.

#565

Air date: 11/29

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how missions is not for everybody.

The ladies talk about a child’s lunch break.

Patricia talks about how to handle situations in marriage. 

~talks about the siblings that she is closest to.

Patricia talks about a family member and how she felt like an outsider in her family because her family 
did not support the person that she was going to marry.



Cathy talks about how love always wins. Show love in every situation.

~God will amaze people in how He will deal with situations.

#566

Air date: 11/30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about sibling bullies.

Cathy talks about how her siblings can be bullies.

Patricia talks about how she was told there was a big baby in the attic.

Charity makes a homemade sugar scrub.

Dionna makes crepes.

Bethany makes Easy Cheesy Dip.

Debbie talks about how Bethany likes to have animals.

Patricia talks about how she can cook. Send in your recipes.

#567

Air date: 12/1

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about what color the ladies are wearing today.

Patricia talks about how a lady does not want to attend a church that her boyfriend and his ex-wife go to.

The ladies talk about why a couple needs to make decisions about what they need to work out as a 
blended family. 

~talk  about what the outcome is that the person would like to look for.

~why it’s important to have good communication with your boyfriend’s ex-wife. 



Cathy talks about how to walk in wisdom in how to handle the boyfriend’s ex-wife. 

The ladies talk about how to help a friend who is homeless. There are women’s centers and other shelters 
for people to go to. 

Julie talks about Cathy’s book Our Journey to Oneness. Call for prayer. Go to www.tct.tv.

#570

Air date: 12/2

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about how the ladies are dressed in black.

Debbie talks about how important it is to communicate with others.

The ladies talk about why people need to stay together.

~why it’s important to deny yourself.

~why it’s important to consider your spouse and what they went through 

Patricia talks about what she does when she tries to communicate with her husband.

The ladies talk about how people want to be valued.

~why it’s important to say thank you to your spouse for what they do.

#571

Air date: 12/5

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about the Rejoice program. Talks about the marriage moments segment 
on the Rejoice program.

~introduces a marriage moments roll-in talking about how to disagree. It’s important to nurture 
one another. Cathy buys Eddie a motorcycle.

The ladies talk about why it’s important to change your way of thinking.  How to handle a strong 
disagreement with your spouse. 

http://www.tct.tv


The ladies talk about how laughter is contagious. 

Julie introduces a roll-in of Eddie and Cathy dining in silence on a marriage moment clip.

The ladies talk about how people can be in each other’s presence but not in each other’s world. 

~why people cannot invite their spouse into their world. 

Julie encourages the viewers to call in for prayer.

#572

Air date: 12/6

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about relationships.

Cathy talks about the reasons people do not talk to each other at dinner. 

The ladies talk about how to continue to grow together as a couple.

~how people can begin to grow together.

~the couple needs to decide on what outcome they would like.

~why people should not push others away. Show kindness. 

~why people need to heal. Why it’s important to explain how the situation hurts a person.

~sometimes people do not say exactly what they mean. Be mindful of our attitude and how we 
say something.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#573

Air date: 12/7

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips

Julie opens the program talking about relationships.

Stacy makes Oreo disco balls. 



The ladies talk about why you should do acts of love for your spouse. 

~why people need to do what is righteous. 

~God will give people the grace to see that their efforts are correctly done.

~who are you allowing to hinder you in the race. 

Melanie Walker talks about  relationships. Talks about relationship myths.

The ladies talk about how people chance the atmosphere by our words.

Julie talks about Melanie’s book A Good Life. Talks about the Come On In program.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#574

Air date: 12/8

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Lain Rodgers

Julie opens the program talking about how long Debbie and Lain have been friends.

Debbie talks about the time when she met Lain.

Lain talks about when she gave a young girl her shoes.

Debbie talks about how Lain gave Bethany money to purchase a new vehicle. 

Lain talks about the different times when the Lord gave to somebody and the giving changed their life. 

Lain talks about how the Lord spoke with her about opening up a men’s facility. 

Lain talks about why it’s important to stand while you are in your trials. 

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#575

Air date: 12/9

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Lain Rodgers



Julie opens the program talking about Patricia’s brother passing away.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Lain making an apple pie. 

Lain talks about what was in the vegetable medley.

Debbie talks about why Lain won’t eat in foreign countries. 

Debbie talks about her mission trip to Russia. How she would give Bibles to people in the country. Talks 
about the power of the Word.

#576

Air date: 12/12

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Lain Rodgers

Julie opens the program talking about addictions.

Lain talks about:

~the Shalom women’s center.

~ the story of Rachel. Talks about her addiction problems. 

~ the program in Shalom women’s  center. 

~ what drugs can do to a person.

~ what happens when a person detoxes.

~how a person gets hooked on meth and heroin. 

~talks about how parents can help keep their kids from destroying their lives.

Debbie talks about the power of prayer. Quotes Isaiah 49:25.

Lain encourages the viewers to keep fighting.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Dated: Cooking segments taping #577

Air date: 12/13

Host: Julie Nolan



Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Lain Rodgers

Julie opens the program talking about the cooking segments.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Lain making bean burritos.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Dionna making pork loin and potatoes. 

Julie talks about salted and unsalted butter. The ladies talk about how recipes call for unsalted butter.

#578

Air date: 12/14

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Lain Rodgers

Julie opens the program talking about forgiveness.

Lain talks about how hard it can be to forgive.

The ladies talk about:

~how forgiveness is a process.

~why it’s important to face the person that you need to forgive.

Cathy talks about the process for her to forgive another person.

Debbie talks about how long it can take to fully forgive another person. 

The ladies talk about why people should not avoid others that they need to forgive. 

~ how God has loved you when you mess up, so you can love other people. 

~why it’s important to pray to be quiet.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#583

Air date: 12/15

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Stacy Pasoni



Julie opens the program talking about Stacy’s cookbook.

~talks about the judge “Deborah”.

~why it’s important to stay faithful in what you are supposed to do.

~God does not delay the promise that He has for you.

The ladies talk about those women who could not have a biological son.

Patricia talks about why people retreat in what God can call them to do. 

~it’s all about God’s timing. 

#584

Air date: 12/16

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about Rick’s sermon.

Debbie talks about Rick’s sermon called Now or Later.

The ladies talk about how people have what they want in their hands and they give up on their promise.

Debbie talks about the power of the Word.

~we need to grab hold of God’s Word.

Julie talks about why people should not bring home homeless people. 

Cathy talks about how people allow things to distract them from God.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Dated: It’s Christmas #593CHR

Air date: 12/19

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about Christmas.



The ladies talk about the ugly sweaters they are wearing.

Stacy talks about her heated jacket.

Stacy talks about her job at UPS. The ladies talk about the employees at UPS. 

The ladies talk about how hard garbage collectors work. Why it’s important to smile at workers.

~talk about those jobs that are so important. 

~why it’s important to be content in what you do.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Dated: It’s Christmas #594CHR

Air date: 12/20

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about what Stacy does at UPS.

Stacy talks about how people need to be in shape to work at UPS.

The ladies talk about how to trust God when you have been abused by parents.

~talk about forgiveness.

~people cannot give what they do not have. 

~washing somebody else’s feet is very humbling.

~people need to pray for those who have hurt them. 

Cera reads Jeremiah 29:11, Colossians 1:13 – why people need to block feelings that are given by the 
enemy. Go to The Word when you are feeling depressed. 

Julie talks about how forgiveness will set a person free. 

The ladies talk about how forgiveness is a process. 

Stacy talks about how God loves everybody the same. 

Dated: It’s Christmas #595CHR

Air date: 12/21



Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about what to get children for Christmas.

Cera talks about how people need to have a Firearms Identification card to have a gun.

The ladies talk about the safety courses that a person would need to take while owning a gun.

Debbie quotes Philippians 3:12 – 14, reach forth to those things that are before us. Forget those things 
that are behind us. Reach for your mark.

Patricia talks about why people need to guard their peace. How to guard your peace. 

Debbie talks about what the eagle does while he is in the storm.

Patricia talks about why people need to manage their emotions. 

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Dated: It’s Christmas #596CHR

Air date: 12/22

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Debbie McNeely, Patricia Phillips, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about peace, joy, and happiness

~it’s important to honor the military.

The ladies talk about how they do not want their children going into jobs that are dangerous. 

Patricia talks about what her brother did in the military.

The ladies talk about how the Lord is mindful of the little things.

Julie talks about how there is a time for all things.

Cathy talks about what happened with her dad when he came home from the war. 

Debbie talks about the purpose for mosquitoes. 

The ladies thank the military and the police officers.

#587CHR



Air date: 12/23

Host: Julie Nolan.

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith, Sara Bond

Julie talks about Christmas around the World.  Explains they are dressed in clothing to represent different 
countries.

Stacy makes a Christmas salad.

Debbie makes a cranberry recipe.

Cathy makes a Japanese recipe.

Cera makes white chocolate blueberry bread pudding

Sara makes cookies. 

Julie talks about the different recipes from Israel. Makes an Israeli salad

Julie talks about some of the foods that a person in Israel would eat in the New Year. 

#588CHR

Air date: 12/26

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Stacy Pasoni, Amber Gann, Debbie McNeely, Cera Smith, Sara Bond, Alexa 
Bond

Julie opens the program talking about Sara Bond’s daughter.

Amber makes a painted vase.

Stacy makes a wreath.

Cathy makes a snow man.

Julie and Debbie introduce a roll-in of Lane Rodgers making guacamole. 

Julie and Debbie introduce a roll-in of Bethany and Charity making burritos. 

Cera makes a cherry salad.

Julie closes the program eating some food with her guests.



#589CHR

Air date: 12/27

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Toedy Duke, Sara Bond

Julie opens the program talking about Toedy’s husband.

~talks about new beginnings.

~it’s never too late to start over.

Toedy talks about how people can start over with God.

~talks about her husband and their wedding.

Sara talks about how being organized is a gift.

Toedy talks about their wedding. 

~talks about the secret to marriage.

Julie talks about how Toedy is good with people. 

Toedy talks about her first husband, Clinton. How she took care of him while he was in a coma. 

~talks about strength. God will give you strength.

#590CHR

Air Date: 12/28

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Toedy Duke, Sara Bond

Julie opens the program talking about talking about Toedy’s testimony. 

Toedy talks about how Julie would not give up on her.

~talks about the time when God gave her joy.

~why people need to get up from grief.

~God will help you if you do not quit.

Cera talks about how she never rejected the Lord. God will meet your needs.



Sara talks about why it’s important to keep your eyes on God and not on your situation.

Toedy talks about how there is a purpose and plan for your situation.

Sara talks about why it’s important to reach out to people that will lift you up.

Toedy talks about how it will bring you peace and joy when you keep trusting in God. 

Toedy talks about how she and her husband do a devotion on Facebook.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Dated: New Year’s Resolutions #591CHR

Air Date: 12/29

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Toedy Duke, Sara Bond

Julie opens the program talking about New Year’s Resolutions.

Sara talks about how she has been wanting to take a self-defense class.

~what Cross Fit is. 

The ladies talk about strength. 

Sara talks about why it’s important to do something for yourself before the day begins.

Toedy talks about her New Year’s goals.

Julie talks about her goal to read through the Bible in a year. 

~encourages the viewers to call in their testimonies. 

Cera talks about how she wants to have time for herself. 

Sara talks about why people need to serve others. People need to have time for themselve.

#592CHR

Air Date: 12/30

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Cera Smith, Toedy Duke, Sara Bond



Julie opens the program saying that Toedy is a pastor.

Toedy talks about how she was named Toedy.

~a new year is a place where a person can start over. 

The ladies talk about the importance of reading their Bibles. 

Toedy talks about how to handle difficult people. 

Toedy talks about stress.

Cera talks about why people need to walk after the Spirit. People need to change their thoughts. 

~reads Romans 6:9, people have a choice to have choice. What you think on can affect you. 

~renew your mind. 

Sara talks about why people need to change their perception. 

The ladies talk about depression. 

~how to get through depression. 

Toedy encourages the viewers to cast their cares on God. 

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

TCT TODAY CONTINUITY 4TH Q. 2016

Dated: It’s Monday! #6871

Air date: 10/3/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Mike Daly.

Julie opens the program talking about how to watch Devotions.

Tom talks about Periscope.

Mike talks about how his favorite elementary school teacher turns 100 years old today.

Tom talks about why it’s important to share Christ with other people.

~encourages the viewers to call for prayer.



~reads over the prayer requests. Reads over the Salvation reports and the praise reports.

Julie talks about the book called God’s Creative Power Over Finances. Introduces a roll-in of the book.

Julie and Tom talk about the movie schedule.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the movie Uncommon.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Dated: It’s October. #6872

Air date: 10/4/2019

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie opens the program talking about the Joys of Oneness program.

~introduces a roll-in from Jonathan Hesson, encourages the viewers to pray for Israel.

~encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Cathy talks about the prayer requests. People deal with so many concerns. 

Tom encourages the viewers to become a prayer partner.

Tom talks about God’s Creative Power For Finances book. Support TCT.

~introduces a roll-in of the love gift.

Julie introduces a roll-in of marriage moments about Sweating the Small Things.

Cathy talks about the upcoming movies that are airing on TCT.

Julie introduces the movie called Fireproof.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT

Dated: Partnership #6873

Air date: 10/5/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Shane Chaney



Julie opens the program talking about the Just For Today devotional.

Shane talks about the Just For Today devotional.

~talks about the time when he put up an attic ladder.

~talks about why we need to take all the steps that God directs in our life.

Tom talks about the movie Fireproof. Talks about the movie The War Within.

Julie introduces a clip from the  movie The War Within.

Julie talks about the Just For Today devotional.

Tom talks about the love gift God’s Creative Power for Finances.  Introduces a roll-in of the love gift.

Shane encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Julie encourages the viewers to vote. Introduces a roll-in of June Hunt talking about “My Faith Votes”.

Tom encourages the viewers to get to know each candidate. 

Dated: Partnership #6874

Air date: 10/6/2016

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Bishop Henry Phillips

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Henry talks about the Julie and Friends program.

~support TCT.

Tom talks about expansion. Support TCT.

Henry talks about how media influences others. Support TCT.

Henry talks about how all roads lead back to God. 

Tom encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom introduces a roll-in of book God’s Creative Power for Finances. Support TCT.

~people always need wisdom for finances.



Henry talks about God’s principles. Why people need to use God’s laws for their life. 

Tom introduces a roll-in of the movie The Playbook.

~talks about Celebrate On the Road.

#6875

Air date: 10/7/2016

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Bishop Henry Phillips

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Henry talks about the current events at Power of Change Christian Church.

~talks about how people have become roommates.

~how people are a product and not a person.

Tom talks about why it’s important to get the marriage unit right.

~Call for prayer.

Tom talks about the book God’s Creative Power for Finances. Support TCT.

Tom reads over the prayer requests.

Tom talks about Celebrate On the Road in Chicago.

~talks about the movie 94 Feet. Introduces a clip of the movie.

Henry prays for the viewers and for their prayer requests.

Tom encourages the viewers to call in their testimonies.

~support TCT.

Dated: It’s Monday morning. #6876

Air Date: 10/10/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Shane Chaney



Julie opens the program talking about how she has been babysitting Tom’s children.

Tom talks about the Spirit Life Conference at Dan Willis’ church.

Tom talks about the event in Saginaw, Michigan. Talks about the Bridging the Gap ministry. Introduces a 
roll-in of the event. 

Shane talks about how events bring people together.

Julie introduces a roll-in of leaders encouraging people to vote. Tom encourages the viewers to vote.

Shane talks about our privilege to vote. Talks about the Just For Today devotional. Talks about the 
Golden Rule. 

Tom talks about why it’s important to do things for other people. 

Shane talks about how being kind to others can help a person out. It will come back to you if you are kind 
to other people. Focus on the people around you and not on yourself. Treat people the way that Christ 
would want us to treat others.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the booklet God’s Creative Power for Finances.  Support TCT.

Tom talks about the movies that are airing this week. Introduces a roll-in of the movie The Imposter.

Dated: Yesterday’s program #6877

Air date: 10/11/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie opens the program talking about how exciting it is to have Cathy Williams on the program. Talks 
about how tired she was from watching Tom’s children.

Cathy talks about what happened at church when she had her grand-children.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the event at WAQP that explains the importance of voting. Franklin Graham 
talks about why people need to vote for Biblical leaders.

Tom talks about why Christians need to reach people. Why people need to vote for what the politicians 
stand for. Know what you’re voting for.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the booklet God’s Creative Power for Finances. Support TCT.

Tom reads over the Salvation reports, praise reports, and encourages the viewers to call in their prayer 
requests. Cathy talks about how much of a blessing it is to hear these praise reports.



Cathy encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Cathy talks about the movie Flywheel. Talks about the movie blocks. Julie introduces a roll-in of the 
movie Flywheel.

#6878

Air date: 10/12/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guests: William Federer, Zack Strong.

Julie opens the program talking about the Dove Awards Ceremony.

Zack talks about the teaching series that he has been preaching about at church.

Tom talks about why people need to get involved in the political process.

Zack encourages the viewers to get out and vote.

Tom introduces a roll-in of Melanie interviewing The Isaacs.

Tom talks about the movie Flywheel. 

William talks about the tendency for power to concentrate in the hands of one King. 

~who Thomas Hooker is.

~how the schools are changing from Christian belief to muslim beliefs.

Julie talks about Video on Demand.

#6879

Air date: 10/13/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: William Federer

Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Bill talks about the dogs that he has.

Julie talks about Video On Demand. Talks about the Faith In History program.



Bill talks about George Washington’s farewell address.

~talks about Machiavelli. 

Tom talks about how history can change.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the book God’s creative Power For Finances.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT. Call for prayer.

Bill talks about the caliphate.

~talks about God’s love for His people. Talks about how much God wants us to love Him.

~talks about free will. Why people need to seek the Lord. Why people need to thank and 
appreciate the Lord.

Tom encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

#6880

Air date: 10/14/2016

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Shane Chaney

Julie opens the program talking about how Sunday is Boss’s Day.

Cathy talks about Tim Bowman, Jr.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Tom interviewing Tim Bowman Jr.

Shane encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about the different ways to support TCT.

Julie introduces a roll-in of  God’s Creative Power for Finances. Support TCT.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Kirk Cameron that encourages the viewers to vote during the 2016 election.

Shane encourages the viewers to vote. 

Cathy talks about the upcoming movies over the weekend. Introduces a roll-in of Belle and the Beast.

Shane talks about why people should not be so self-absorbed in their own desires.

Julie talks about the Just For Today devotional. Encourages the viewers to get into a reading plan.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Proverbs 14.

Julie encourages the viewers to pray for Israel.



Dated: It’s Monday #6881

Air date: 10/17/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie opens the program talking about the Praise reports.

Tom talks about the Dove Awards.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the Tom interviewing Audio Adrenaline.

Julie encourages the viewers to pray for the election candidates. Tom talks about why people need to 
vote.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Rachel Hale encouraging the viewers to vote in the election.

Julie talks about the book God’s Creative Power for Finances. 

Cathy talks about the armor of God. 

Julie introduces a roll-in of the book God’s Creative Power for Finances. 

Cathy talks about the upcoming movies that will be airing on the Network. Talks about the movie Facing 
The Giants. Tom introduces a trailer of the movie.  Talks about the movie Fireproof. 

Tom reads over the praise reports that have been called into the station.

Julie encourages the viewers to email in their praise reports. Call for prayer. How to text to give to TCT.

Dated: The current events in Israel. #6882

Air date: 10/18/2016

Host: Julie Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Heather Nolan, Stacy Pasoni

Julie opens the program talking about how beautiful the ladies are.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the Dove Awards with Tom interviewing Mark Lowry.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Jonathan Hesson talking about the current events in Israel.

Julie talks about the book God’s Creative Power for Finances. Support TCT.



Cathy talks about how God eliminates debt.

Julie introduces a roll-in of God’s Creative Power for Finances. Encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Stacy talks about why she does not need stuff.

The ladies talk about why people need to eat properly. 

Cathy talks about the movie I am Potential. Introduces a roll-in of the trailer.

~talks about the upcoming movies.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Dated: The election is approaching #6883

Air date: 10/19/2016

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Heather Nolan, Cathy Williams

Tom opens the program talking about how much he has been sick.

~encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom reads over the praise reports.

Cathy talks about the movie Left Behind. Introduces a roll-in of the Left Behind trailer. 

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Tom talks about Len and Cathy being at TCT this week to tape more programs.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the book God’s Creative Power for Finances. Talks about how to get this 
book. Support TCT.

Tom introduces a roll-in of him interviewing Matthew West at the Dove Awards.

Cathy talks about how music makes a difference.

Tom encourages the viewers to vote in the upcoming election. Introduces of roll-in of Stu Epperson 
encouraging the viewers to vote in the upcoming election.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT. Ways that a viewer can support TCT. Call in to support 
TCT.



Dated: the upcoming election #6884

Air date: 10/20/2016

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Len Mink, Cathy Mink

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Cathy talks about the book God’s Creative Power for Finances.

~you need to dominate over your flesh.

~the power of words.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the book God’s Creative Power for Finances. Support TCT. Call for prayer.

~reads over the prayer requests.

~why it’s important to focus on the positive events in your life. 

Cathy talks about the prosperity scriptures.

Tom encourages the viewers to speak positively about the election candidates. Introduces a roll-in of 
David Jeremiah encouraging the viewers to vote in the upcoming election.

Cathy encourages the viewers to go and vote in the upcoming election.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Dated: Today, the movie comes out at the theater. #6885

Air date: 10/21/2016

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Len Mink, Cathy Mink

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom talks about the movie I’m Not Ashamed. Tom introduces a trailer of the film.

Tom talks about the positive situation that comes out of the Columbine High school shooting.

Tom talks about the different movies that are airing on the TCT Network.

~introduces a roll-in of the movie Life’s Story

Cathy talks about how she met Rachel’s mother. 



Cathy talks about why Christians need good morals to rise up and change situations in America. 

Tom introduces a roll-in of God’s Creative Power for Finances book. Support TCT.

Tom reads over the Salvation reports.

Cathy talks about how a viewer learned how to declare Psalm 91 over her life. 

Tom encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

TCT Today

Dated: It’s Monday! #6886

Air date: 10/24/2016

Host: Tom Nolan.

Guests: Cathy Williams, Shane Chaney

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Shane talks about why it’s important to praise God.

Tom reads over praise reports.

Tom talks about the movie Clerical Error. Introduces a trailer of the movie.

Cathy talks about the upcoming movies that will be airing on the Network.

~why people need to praise God past your emotions.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the book God’s Creative Power for Finances. Support TCT.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the Dove awards where Melanie interviews Shenandoah.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT so that Nashville can get a production studio.

Tom introduces a roll-in of Jonathan Hesson talking about the current events in Israel.

Tom introduces a roll-in of people encouraging the viewers to vote on the upcoming election. 

Dated: New station in Iowa #6887

Air date: 10/25/2016

Host: Tom Nolan



Guest: Mike Daly

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom talks about the offices in Nashville, TN.

Tom introduces a roll-in of Melanie Walker interviewing Karen Peck and New River. 

Tom encourages the viewers to become prayer partners.

Mike talks about how TCT just hired a new office manager.

Tom reads over the Salvation reports.

Tom talks about the upcoming movies. Talks about the movie Redemption of the Heart. Introduces a roll-
in of the trailer of the movie.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the book God’s Creative Power for Finances. Support TCT.

Mike talks about planned giving.

Tom introduces a roll-in of Jonathan Hesson talking about the current events in Israel. 

Tom encourages the viewers to get out and vote. Introduces a roll-in of Allen Jackson encouraging the 
viewers to go and vote. 

Dated: Julie’s trip to Georgia. #6888

Air date: 10/26/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie opens the program talking about her trip to Augusta, Georgia.

~talks about Dorothy Spaulding.

~talks about V Rose and Speck.

~talks about the music group called Consumed by Fire. 

Tom talks about how Julie met Dorothy. 

Julie encourages the viewers to support Dorothy’s ministry.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the book God’s Creative Power for Finances. Support TCT.

~Call for prayer. Reads over Salvation reports. Reads over Praise reports.



~talks about the Just For Today devotional.

Cathy talks about what she did as a church administrator. 

Tom talks about how to watch Devotions. 

Cathy talks about the movie Left Behind 2.

Dated: We are setting up the station in Des Moines #6889

Air date: 10/27/2016

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Cathy Williams, Shane Chaney

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom talks about the devotional for the week.

Shane talks about the devotional.
Tom talks about the Just For Today devotional. How to get the devotional.

Tom talks about TCT being up for Christian Network of the Year in the ICM Awards.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the Dove Awards where Tom interviews Stephen Christian Anberlin.

Cathy talks about the movies that are airing on TCT. Introduces a trailer of Island of Grace.

Tom reads over Salvation reports.

Tom introduces a roll-in of God’s Creative Power for Finances. How to get to the book. Support TCT.

Tom introduces a clip from Jonathan Hesson, encouraging the viewers to pray for Israel. 

~Encourages the viewers to pray for Israel.

Tom introduces a clip of Michael Wood, Ben Carson, Allen Jackson encouraging the viewers to go vote. 

Dated: ICM Awards in 2016. #6890

Air date: 10/28/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guests: Pastors Rodney and Shenia Hill

Julie opens the program talking about how she gets tested in her faith.



Rodney talks about how Shenia is quiet.

~ how success is opportunity.

~why you can’t discredit your wife in marriage.

~ his family and how successful they are.

Shenia talks about how husbands and wives need to sit together. Why people need to honor the pastor’s 
wife.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the book God’s Creative Power for Finances. Tom encourages the viewers to 
support TCT.

Tom talks about TCT receiving the Christian Network of the Year Award from the ICM Awards for 2016.

Tom talks about how October is pastor appreciation month.

Rodney talks about the faith walk. Talks about the emotional toll that pastors face.

Tom talks about why it’s important to hold other people accountable.

Shenia talks about why correction needs to be done privately, and why people need to correct people in 
love. 

Rodney talks about the building project. 

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Dated: It’s Halloween #6891

Air date: 10/31/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Mike Daly

Julie opens the program talking about Halloween.

Tom talks about his kids going to trunk or treat.

Tom reads over the salvation reports from viewers. Reads over the praise reports. 

Julie talks about how people have difficulty asking for help. 

Julie talks about why people need to pray for the candidates in the upcoming election.

Tom introduces a roll-in of Brad Drucus encouraging the viewers to vote. Tom encourages the viewers to 
vote. 



Tom talks about the book God’s Creative Power for Finances.  Introduces a roll-in of the book.  Support 
TCT.

Mike talks about planned giving. 

Tom talks about the upcoming movies that will be airing on TCT. Introduces a trailer of the movie The 
Return.

Dated: It’s the end of the year #6892

Air date: 11/1/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Shane Chaney.

Julie and Shane open the program talking about it being the end of the year.

Shane encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Shane talks about why it’s important to see an accountant to talk about your taxes.

~talks about charitable contributions.

Tom talks about the 50 proofs for the Bible pamphlet. Julie introduces a roll-in of the pamphlet.

~encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Tom talks about the Just For Today devotional. 

Julie talks about the Salvation packets. Tom talks about the different resources that are available on the 
website. 

Tom talks about the movie No Greater Love. Introduces a trailer for the movie. 

Dated: New Station in Des Moines, Iowa #6893

Air date: 11/2/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Mike Daly

Julie opens the program talking about Mike’s job title.

Mike talks about how people can call in the low points in their life. 

Julie encourages the viewers to send in the praise reports.



Mike, Julie, Tom talk about how two police officers were killed in the Des Moines, Iowa area.

~talk with Stephanie Burkhall about the events that happened in Des Moines. 

Tom introduces a roll-in of the 50 Proofs of the Bible pamphlet. Support TCT.

Tom talks about why it’s important to handle anger properly.  Reads Ephesians 4.

Mike talks about righteous indignation, unrighteous anger.

Tom prays for the people in Des Moines. Prays for God to bring peace in that situation.

#6894

Air date: 11/3/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie opens the program talking about the Chicago Cubs and the Cleveland Indians game.

~talks about the upcoming election.

Cathy talks about how God’s Will will happen through prayer.

Julie talks to Lonnie Brown about the election.

Lonnie encourages the viewers to pray for the election candidates. Talks about the Kingdom Vote 

~What a Republic or Democracy is.

~Lonnie prays for people to have a privilege to vote.

~Lonnie talks about how Flint, Mi is going. Talks about the WAQP station.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the Fifty Proofs of the Bible pamphlet. Encourages the viewers to support 
TCT.

Tom reads Philippians 4:6, talks about lift your situations to God. Prays for the viewers and for their 
needs. 

Dated: Election Day #6895

Air date: 11/4/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Dr. Darrell Scott



Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Darrell Scott talks about the upcoming election. 

~talks about why people need to look past the flawed nature of the candidates.

~gender based abortion. 

~talks about how Trump supports Christianity.

~how Donald Trump is a public person.

Tom encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom introduces a roll-in of Fifty Proofs of the Bible. Tom talks about the pamphlet. Support TCT.

Tom reads Romans 9:30–32, why people need to put their faith in God.

Julie and Tom talk about the prayer requests that have been called into the station.

Tom reads over the Salvation reports. Reads over prayer requests. Encourages the viewers to set their 
clocks back. Support TCT.

Dated: Tomorrow is election day #6896

Air date: 11/7/2016

Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tom Nolan

Guest: George Bloomer (Satellite)

Garth opens the program talking about the election.

~reads Ephesians 6:12. Talks about the conscience of God. 

George talks about the time when he met with Donald Trump. 

~talks about how he is voting on who has God’s principles. 

~encourages the viewers to pray before they vote. 

Tom talks about why it’s important for Christians to vote.

Tom talks about the Fifty Proofs of the Bible pamphlet.

Garth encourages the viewers to support TCT.

George encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Garth encourages the viewers to support TCT.



#6897

Air date: 11/8/2016

Hosts: Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Garth opens the program talking about how today is Election Day. Encourages the viewers to get out and 
vote.

~why people need to pray for those people in authority.

Tom encourages the viewers to get out and vote. 

Garth talks about why people need to go out to vote. Reads Ephesians 6:10–18 – talks about what people 
do, there are consequences. People need to complete their purpose. People need to speak positive things.

Julie talks about why people need to focus on God and not on the candidates. 

Garth talks about the Fifty Proofs of the Bible pamphlet. Introduces a roll-in of the pamphlet. Support 
TCT.

Tom talks about the Fifty Proofs of the Bible pamphlet.  Talks about the Just for Today devotional. 

Tom talks about devotions. Encourages the viewers to watch devotions. 

Tom introduces a roll-in encouraging the viewers to vote. 

Garth prays for the viewers to vote in the election. 

Dated: The Election #6898

Air date: 11/9/2016

Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Garth opens the program talking about the election.

~we need to pray for our leaders and our country.

Julie talks about Hillary Clinton’s concession speech.

Garth talks about how people need to pray for those people who are in authority.

~God is in control.

Tom prays for the United States.

Garth introduces a roll-in of the Fifty Proofs of the Bible pamphlet.



~Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

~Lonnie Brown calls in to talk about the election.

~Prays for God to help those leaders that are in office. Prays that God would remove 
those people that are in office that He does not want in office. Talks about abortion.

Garth encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Dated: The Election is over #6899

Air date: 11/10/2016

Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Dr. Darrell Scott

Garth opens the program talking about how the new president and the current president will be meeting 
today.

Dr. Darrell Scott talks about:

~how relaxed Donald Trump was on Election Day.

~talks about how excited Donald Trump was when he found out that he was elected President.

~talks about how Donald Trump can fix America

Garth talks about the 50 Proofs of the Bible pamphlet. Introduces a roll-in of the 50 Proofs in the Bible 
pamphlet. 

Tom talks about the different resources that a viewer can get off the website.

Garth talks about how the area around the TCT offices has changed.

Tom talks about how prayer and the gospel can change things.

Tom encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom prays for the leadership of our country.

Dated: It’s Veterans Day #6900

Air date: 11/11/2016

Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Julie Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams



Garth opens the program talking about Veterans Day.

Garth introduces a roll-in that honors the Marines, the Army, the Navy, The Air Force, and the U.S. Coast 
Guard. Talks about what a Veteran is.

Garth talks with Frank Amedia 

~shows a roll-in of Frank talking with Donald Trump in the state of Ohio.

~talks about why pastors can be upset that Hillary Clinton did not win the election.

Cathy talks about how God will not forsake His people when we depend on Him. 

~talks about the Faith In History program. 

Frank prays for God to heal this Nation. Prays for God to bless Donald Trump. Prays for God to bless 
TCT.

Dated: the election. #6901

Air date: 11/14/2016

Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams, Rick Santorum

Garth opens the program talking about the election.

Rick talks about:

~the character of Donald Trump.

~talks about how Donald will put the country on the right track.

Tom talks about the rally he attended in Washington, DC.

Cathy talks about how Christians are in a Spiritual Warfare. 

~we need to vote in what God would like for our country. 

~we need to pray for the will of God to be accomplished.

Garth introduces a roll-in of the Fifty Proofs of the Bible pamphlet. 

Tom talks about the Fifty Proofs of the Bible pamphlet. Support TCT.

~talks about the Just For Today devotional.

Cathy talks about some of the upcoming Christmas films. 



Garth reads Ephesians 6:18; we need to keep praying for God’s people. Stand for righteousness. Support 
TCT.

Dated: the election # 6902

Air date: 11/15/2016

Hosts: Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Dr. Lance Wallnau

Garth opens the program talking about the conference that Julie attended.

~talks about Tommy’s trip to Atlanta.

Lance talks about 

~how Donald Trump will break political correctness.

~ the riots in the streets.

~ the teachers union and how the students are being indoctrinated. 

~ the 7M (seven mountain) underground.

Garth introduces a roll-in of the Fifty Proofs of the Bible pamphlet.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT. Encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 

~talks about the Just For Today devotional.

Garth reads Isaiah 41:10, talks about how God is with His people.

TCT Today

#6903

Air date: 11/16/2016

Hosts: Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Rabbi Daniel Lapin

Garth opens the program talking about Rabbi Daniel Lapin. Talks about Ancient Jewish Wisdom.

Daniel talks about:

~how much he enjoys the Ancient Jewish Wisdom program.



~why it’s important to turn away from evil and do good. 

~we need to shape America

Garth talks about why people need to take a stand and not back down. Why it’s important to take a stand. 

Tom talks about why it’s important to exercise free speech. 

~talks about Video on Demand. 

Garth introduces a roll-in of the Fifty Proofs For the Bible pamphlet.  

Tom talks about the pamphlet. Talks about the Just For Today devotional. 

Garth reads over the Salvation reports.

~support TCT.

#6904

Air date: 11/17/2016

Hosts: Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Pastor Steve Munsey

Julie opens the program talking about Garth’s birthday.

Steve talks about:

~the women’s conference that will be held at his church.

~how Donald Trump will be a good President for all cultures. 

~talks about his relationship with Mike Pence

~it’s important to pray for unity.

Garth encourages the viewers to support TCT. Introduces a roll-in of the Fifty Proofs For the Bible. 

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about the Fifty Proofs For the Bible pamphlet.

Garth encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Julie talks about the different programs that you can watch on the website. 

Tom encourages the viewers to become  prayer partners.

Garth talks about why it is important to put your faith in God. 



Dated: Julie was at a conference on Sunday #6905

Air date: 11/18/2016

Hosts: Garth Coonce, Julie Nolan

Guests: Shane Chaney, Mike Daly, Chris Cox

Garth opens the program talking to Mike about how the prayer center is coming along.

~talks about Earl Cox. 

Chris Cox talks about the organization called Bikers for Trump. 

~talks about Judge Jeanine.

~talks about the Rally that he was involved in. 

Garth introduces a roll-in of the Fifty Proofs for the Bible pamphlet.

Mike talks about how the station in Des Moines, Iowa is coming along.

Garth encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Support TCT.

#6906

Air date: 11/21/2016

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Heather Nolan, Bill Federer

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Bill talks about:

~how our Government is spending money.

~talks about Mike Pence’s testimony.

Tom talks about why it’s important to pray for those people who are in power.

Bill talks about who is planning the riots in our country.

Tom talks about why people need to come together.

Tom introduces a roll-in the Fifty Proofs For the Bible pamphlet.



Tom talks about the Just For Today devotional.

Tom reads 2 Corinthians 4:8-15, God is with us through our troubles. We need to come together and be 
thankful for what we have. People should focus on the positive. Call for prayer.

Tom reads over the rededication and Salvation reports and the prayer requests

Tom prays for the viewers and for their prayer requests. Call for prayer. Support TCT.

Dated: The Election #6907

Air date: 11/22/2016

Hosts: Tom Nolan, Heather Nolan

Guest: Ben Kinchlow

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Ben talks about:

~the election.

~Donald Trump is not a politician.

~talks about why it is not okay to kill somebody.

~how this election will change the world.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the Fifty Proofs for the Bible pamphlet. Support TCT.

Tom reads over the Salvation reports.

Tom talks about the Just For Today devotional.

Tom talks about why people need to be thankful. Reads Psalms 95. Talks about why it’s important to 
know why people are giving thanks to God. Talks about why people need to keep God first. 

Tom prays for God to meet the viewer’s needs. Talks about why people need to have faith that God will 
answer your prayers. 

Dated: Tomorrow is Thanksgiving #6908

Air date: 11/23/2016

Host: Tom Nolan



Guest: Dr. Darrell Scott

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Darrell talks about:

~how Donald Trump was excited to be at work on the election day.

~how Trump will have an effect on churches and other religious organizations. 

~Donald will give Christians a voice.

Tom and Darrell talk about unity.

Darrell talks about:

~Trump will give Christians a right to display Biblical views.

Tom talks about the roll-in of the Fifty Proofs for the Bible pamphlet. Encourages the viewers to support 
TCT. How to support TCT.

Darrell talks about his radio ministry. Talks about what his wife does in the ministry.

~talks about the philosophy of redemption. 

~talks about why you need to praise your way through your situation. 

~what praise is. 

Tom encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 

Dated: Thanksgiving #6909

Air date: 11/24/2016

Hosts: Garth Coonce, Tina Coonce, Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guests: TCT Staff

Garth opens the program wishing everybody a happy Thanksgiving.

Tina talks about how wonderful the staff is at TCT.

Heather Nolan talks about what her family does for Thanksgiving.

Garth talks to the different staff members about how they will celebrate Thanksgiving. 

Garth encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Tom introduces a roll-in called A Thanksgiving Prayer.



Tom talks about the different ways that a person can reach other people.

#6910

Air date: 11/25/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Tom Logan

Julie opens the program talking about Tom Logan.

Tom talks about when he started the Marion Medical Mission.

~he built 13 wells in 1990. Talks about the number of wells that his organization built.

~people are trained to maintain the wells. 

~talks about how a community would get water if there is no well in their area.

~talks about how much it costs to put in a well. How many people a well will serve. 

Tom encourages the viewers to support those who are building wells. 

Tom N. introduces a roll-in of the Fifty Proofs For the Bible pamphlet. 

Tom Logan talks about the famine in Malawi.

Tom N. talks about support TCT as well as the well project.  Dated: The Christmas season

#6911

Air date: 11/28/2016

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Pastor Frank Amedia (Touch of Heaven Church)

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer. 

Frank talks about:

~how God is using Donald Trump.

Tom talks about why people need to be humble. 

Frank talks about why people need to do whatever God says to do.



~why people need to pray for God’s will. 

Tom introduces a roll-in of the 50 Proofs For the Bible. Support TCT.

~talks about the Just For Today devotional.

Frank prays for God to call people to His calling.

~talks about the number seven. What seven represents. 

Tom encourages the viewers to become prayer partners. 

Dated: Christmas #6912

Air date: 11/29/2016

Host: Tom Nolan

Guests: Shane Chaney, Earl Cox

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom introduces Earl Cox.

Earl talks about:

~ moving the Embassy.

~ how Israel is there for the United States. 

Tom introduces a roll-in of the Fifty Proofs for the Bible pamphlet. Support TCT.

~talks about the pamphlet. 

~talks about the Just For Today devotional. 

Shane talks about financial abundance. 

~talks about giving. Support TCT.

Tom reads Deuteronomy 15: 7 – 14; people need to give to others. Support TCT.

Dated: Yesterday’s program #6913

Air date: 11/30/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan



Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom reads over the praise reports.

Cathy encourages the viewers to become prayer partners. 

Tom reads over the Salvation reports.  Encourages the viewers to become prayer partners. 

Julie talks about the Just For Today devotional. 

Julie introduces a roll-in of the Fifty Proofs For the Bible pamphlet. 

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Jonathan Hesson talking about the current events in Israel. 

Tom talks about Israel.

Tom talks about the Christmas movies.

Cathy talks about the movies By God’s Grace, and Christmas Grace. 

Tom prays for the viewers and for God to touch the viewer’s lives.

Dated: It’s December 1st. #6914

Air date: 12/1/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan. Guest: Shane Chaney

Julie opens the program talking about it’s December 1st.

Shane talks about the Daily Bible Reading calendar. Support TCT.

Shane talks about: 

~ taxes. 

~ charitable donations.

~ trust funds. 

~ planned giving. 

Julie introduces a roll-in about the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.



Tom reads over the Salvation reports and the praise reports. 

~encourages the viewers to become a prayer partner.

Julie encourages the viewers to check out the e-store.

Julie introduces a trailer of the movie The Last Straw.

Tom talks about why it’s important to teach your kids about the Christmas story. 

~why it’s important to bless others. Support TCT.

#6915

Air date: 12/2/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Zack Strong

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Zack talks about how he does not get on twitter.

Tom talks about social media. 

Julie talks about how technology has changed.

Tom talks about why it’s important to follow in what people are interested in.

~we need to preach the gospel to the world. 

Julie introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Zack talks about what God is speaking to you through the Word.

Tom talks about the Unrestrained Worship Conference

Julie talks about the upcoming movies that are airing on TCT.

~introduces the trailer for the upcoming movie Christmas For A Dollar.

Zack talks about how Jesus is the answer for all your problems.

~prays for people to have joy, peace, happiness in their lives.

 



Dated: The weekend #6916

Air date: 12/5/2016

Host: Tom Nolan

Guest: Zack Strong

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Zack talks about what his church does around Christmas time.

~talks about how Christmas traditions change when a person gets married. 

Tom talks about the advent calendars.

~talks about the American culture.

Zack talks about why it’s important to become more like Jesus.

~talks about the Nativity Scene.

Tom talks about why it’s important to be more like Christ.

Zack talks about why we need to keep Jesus in this season.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar. Support TCT.

Tom and Zack talk about those people who like to read the Bible through, every year. 

Tom reads over the praise reports.

Zack prays for the viewers and for their needs.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT. 

#6917

Air date: 12/6/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: George Bloomer

Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom talks about the prayer requests.

George talks about his book Elephants in the Church



~talks about how abortion is murder.

~reads Malachi 3, how God will return to those people that turn to Him.

~talks about George’s experience while meeting with Donald Trump.

~talks about how so many people are looking for hand outs.

~reads Deuteronomy 15, talks about the Lord’s release. People are going to see prosperous times 
in America. 

~It’s important to do random acts of kindness for other people. 

Tom introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar. Support TCT.

Tom talks about New Year Resolutions. Reads 2 Corinthians 5:14–15, people need to bless and help 
others. 

Julie talks about how Candy Christmas started the Bridge Ministry.

~talks about the prayer partners.

Tom reads over the prayer requests.

Dated: Christmas #6918

Air date: 12/7/2016

Host: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Lonnie Brown

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom talks about racial reconciliation. 

Lonnie talks about:

~why people need to join themselves together and not be divided. 

~how the curse of the child has become part of the culture. God is greater!

~people need to serve God.

Julie introduces a roll-in of 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about the Daily Reading Calendar.

Lonnie talks about:



~a Kingdom perspective. 

~why he won’t be controlled by carnal mindset.

Tom reads over the prayer requests.

Lonnie prays for God to touch every situation that people may go through.

Tom reads Proverb 11:24, support TCT.

#6919

Airdate: 12/8/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guests: Len Mink, Cathy Mink

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Len and Cathy talk about how offense blocks blessings from God.

Cathy talks about why God does not care anything about age. 

~why people should not speak anything about their age. 

Len talks about the vocal nodules on his voice. 

~why he never took care of his voice. 

Julie introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar.

Tom reads over the Salvation Reports. Support TCT.

Len talks about worship

~ the macro and micro-universe.

~ how everything has a voice.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

#6920

Air date: 12/9/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan



Guests: Len Mink, Cathy Mink

Julie opens the program talking about Gospel Duck.

Cathy talks about what songs minister to others.

Len talks about their testimony. 

Julie encourages the viewers to go to the e-store.

Tom talks about the different kinds of music that he likes.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar. 

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

~why it’s important to read the Bible. 

Cathy reads Joshua 1, talks about how to get courage.

Julie talks about why it’s important to say the Name of Jesus when you are down.

Julie encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Tom encourages the viewers to become a prayer partner.

#6921

Air date: 12/12/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Jonathan Cahn

Julie opens the program talking about Jonathan’s books.

Tom talks about the book The Book of Mysteries.

Jonathan talks about the book.

~what the book is about. 

~there is no end to the mysteries of God. People need to be seeking God non-stop.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the book The Book of Mysteries. Tom talks about how to get the book.

Jonathan talks about:

~the mystery of the “I Am”.



~the “East West Continuum”. 

~the mystery of the Bride and Groom.

~God has mercies. People cannot exhaust the love of God.

Tom encourages the viewers to get the book for $30.

#6922

Air date: 12/13/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Jonathan Cahn

Julie opens the program talking about Jonathan’s book The Book of Mysteries.

Jonathan talks about:

~the Harbinger that appeared in New York.

~talks about the temple of Bael.

Julie encourages the viewers to get the book for $30.

Jonathan talks about:

~the mystery of sin.

~the wells of Jeshua.

~our time is in God’s hand. 

~the bread of life. 

~ the word “number”. A person can appoint their days

~Jesus is the always lamb. 

#6923

Air date: 12/14/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Jonathan Cahn



Tom opens the program talking about the book The Harbinger.

Jonathan introduces a roll-in talking about a Harbinger.

~why people need to speak in boldness.

Julie talks about the book The Book of Mysteries. 

Jonathan talks about worship. Worship is meant to kiss God.

~the mystery of the Double. 

~what the name Barabbus means. 

~the mystery Harvests. 

~talks about the King of the Curse.

~the  idumean mystery.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the book The Book of Mysteries. $30.

#6924

Air date: 12/15/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Jonathan Cahn

Tom opens the program talking about Jonathan Cahn.

~the book The Book of Mysteries.

Jonathan talks about:

~Jubilee.

~when Castro was in power.

~the Mystery of the Shemitah Why people need to be one with God.

~the day of the new life from the ground. 

~the day of Genesis. 

~the mystery of the secret angels. 

~the mystery of the triangles.



Tom introduces a roll-in of the book The Book of Mysteries.

~support TCT.

#6925

Air date: 12/16/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Jonathan Cahn

Tom opens the program talking about Jonathan’s book.

Jonathan talks about the book The Harbinger.

~the mystery of apostosy.

~the mystery of the ninth of Awe (Hebrew word).

~the birth of America

~the mystery of the Bride and Groom

~how valuable the days are on earth.

Tom encourages the viewers to get the book for $30.

Tom introduces a roll-in that talks about the book The Book of Mysteries.

Dated: Christmas #6926

Air date: 12/19/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Alveda King

Julie opens the program talking about Alveda King.

Alveda talks about the King family traditions.

~it’s important to share the love of Christ with one another. 

Tom encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Alveda talks about her book America Return to God



~why people need to return to God. 

~how people can focus on God this year. You need to stay humble. 

~you need to do something for someone else. Talks about serving.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar.  Support TCT.

Alveda talks about her book and her testimony. 

~people need to draw near to God. 

~people need to love one another. Why people need to love one another behind the skin color.

Alveda prays for the viewers and their prayer requests.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Dated: Christmas #6927

Air date: 12/20/2016

Hosts: Tom Nolan, Julie Nolan

Guest: Harry Jackson

Julie opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Harry talks about the racial divide in the country.

~the church’s role in solving the racial divide. 

~talks about the poverty level. 

~what civic engagement is. 

~how to help the racial divide, class and political divide.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading calendar

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Harry talks about why it’s important to deal with the race problem.

~how Christians deal with race problems. We need to be aware that there are injustices in the 
land. 

~what the Lord is going to do with the terms of the awakening.

Tom talks about the website. What a viewer can do on the website. Call for prayer. Support TCT.



Dated: Christmas #6928

Air date: 12/21/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Clarence McClendon

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer. 

~encourages the viewers to become  prayer partners.

Clarence talks about:

~race in America.

~people exalt their ethnicity over their Christianity.

~ how to bring unity to everyone. 

~ salt and light.

~people should not adopt their world-view from any news source. 

Tom introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar. Support TCT.

Clarence talks about:

~the miracle of relevance.

~ the word “witness”

Tom talks about the program Heal the Land.

~support TCT.

Dated: Christmas #6929

Air date: 12/22/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Shane Chaney

Julie opens the program talking about Christmas.

Tom talks about shopping on Christmas Eve. 



Shane talks about how they are planning on going on a cruise. 

~encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

~encourages the viewers to ask Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

Tom talks about the prayer requests. Call for prayer. Encourages the viewers to become a prayer partners.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the Burchfield Brothers playing We Three Kings and Carol of the Bells. 

Julie introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar. 

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about how the viewers can support TCT.

Shane talks about taxes.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Dan and the choir singing O Holy Night.

Tom talks about the meaning of Christmas. Reads John 1:1–5. God will be with us.

#6930

Air date: 12/23/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guests: Heather Nolan and family

Julie opens the program talking about her family.

Melissa McKinnies sings What A Glorious Night.

Garth and Tina call in to talk about Jesus’ birth.

~God has created children. 

~prays for those people that are hurting this Christmas.

Julie thanks the partners for supporting TCT.

Tom encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Tom introduces a roll-in that talks about how to enjoy Christmas. 

Tom introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar. Support TCT. Call for prayer. 

Julie introduces a roll-in of Melanie Walker singing Have Yourself a Merry Christmas. 

Julie introduces a roll-in of Debbie McNeely singing O Come All Ye Faithful.



Tom encourages the viewers to call for prayer. Support TCT. Talks about the Daily Bible Reading 
Calendar.

Dated: Christmas #6931

Air date: 12/26/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Mike Daly

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer.

Mike talks about what it’s like at Christmas time at his house. 

Mike talks about the meaning of Christmas.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Cathy Williams singing Little Drummer Boy.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar. Support TCT. 

Julie and Tom talk about devotions.

Tom talks about how to get the Just For Today devotional.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Len Mink singing Joy to the World. 

Tom talks about New Years. Talks about new beginnings. Reads John 13:34–35. We need to transform 
our lives and be Christ-like. 

Mike talks about why people need to treat others better than they have been treated.

~why people do not need to be bound to their feelings. 

Tom prays for the viewers and for their prayer requests.

Dated: Christmas #6932

Air date: 12/27/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Tom opens the program encouraging the viewers to call for prayer. 

Cathy talks about what Eddie is doing.



~talks about what her family does at Christmas time.

Julie introduces a roll-in of Eddie Williams singing Cradle that Rocked the World. 

Cathy talks about how thankful that she is because Jesus came. 

Tom talks about New Year’s Resolutions. 

~reads Ephesians 4:17–24, talks about why people need to know how God wants them to live. 
People need to set their minds on Christ. 

~ how people are doing more harm to themselves by holding grudges. 

~people will have a better life when they follow God’s principles.

Cathy talks about the carnal nature that people have. 

Tom, Julie, Cathy talk about why it’s important to listen to the Word. 

Julie introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar. Tom encourages the viewers to 
support TCT.

Tom introduces a roll-in of Melanie Walker singing There’s A New King in Town.

#6933

Air date: 12/28/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Shane Chaney.

Julie opens the program talking about how the weather is getting colder. 

~call for prayer.

Rick McNeal singing Joy Joy

Shane encourages the viewers to support TCT. 

~talks about your taxes. 

Tom talks about where your donations go to. Support TCT.

Tom talks about the Just For Today devotional. 

Tom introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar. 

Julie introduces a roll-in of Candy Christmas singing Go Tell It on the Mountain



Julie talks about Candy’s testimony. 

Shane talks about depression. Talks about how problems can disappear.

Tom encourages the viewers to call for prayer.

Dated: Christmas #6934

Air date: 12/29/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Cathy Williams

Julie talks about Christmas.

~talks about New Year’s resolutions. 

Tom talks about New Years Eve service at Steve Munsey’s church.

Julie introduces a roll-in of the Rick Webb Family singing It’s the Most Wonderful Time of the Year.

Tom  talks about why it’s important to make God the most important person of this year.

Tom reads Romans 12, talks about why people need to be pleasing to God.

~God gave people different gifts to be used for Him. 

Cathy talks about how people’s gifts are as equally important.

Tom introduces a roll-in of the 2017 Daily Bible Reading Calendar. Support TCT.

Julie introduces a roll-in of The Hoppers singing Unspeakable Joy.

Tom reads over Salvation reports. Tom encourages the viewers to call in their testimonies.

Tom prays for the viewers and their prayer requests. Call for prayer.

#6935

Air date: 12/30/2016

Hosts: Julie Nolan, Tom Nolan

Guest: Bob Dickerson

Tom opens the program talking about Bob’s church.



Julie talks about Bob’s church’s musical.

Bob talks about why people should use their gifts and talents.

Bob talks about next year’s musical.

Julie talks about the Daily Bible Reading Calendar.  Tom talks about the Daily Bible Reading Calendar.

Bob talks about why people need to trust in the Lord.

~reads Proverbs 3:5-6, why people need to have Bible Study.

~why people need to communicate with God through prayer.

Tom talks about why people need to witness to others in the most effective way.

Bob talks about why people need to share their relationship with Jesus. Lean on the understanding of 
God. 

Tom talks about why people need to find out what God has made you. 

Tom talks about the spiritual gifts test.

Tom talks about the New Year’s Kick off at the Family Christian Center.

FAITH IN HISTORY CONTINUITY 4TH QUARTER 2016

#546 –  aired 10/3

William talks about:

~James Monroe

~book: America’s God and Country

~the Battle of Trenton

~The French Revolution

~When the state was added to the Union.

~People need to preserve their liberty.

~support TCT.

#547 – 10/4

William talks about:

~J. Edgar Hoover



~Machiavelli

~book: The Rise of the Tyrant

~How penitentiaries were started

~what people believe is right and wrong

~why leaders like to control others and why they use crises

~Talleyrand

~support TCT.

#548 – 10/5

William Federer talks about:

~What Common Core is.

~William Holmes McGuffey

~book: America’s God and Country

~Why people need to follow laws.

~What is right and wrong, a conscious.

~Why it’s important to seek God.

~encourages the viewers to go to the website.

~support TCT.

#549 – 10/6

William Federer talks about:

~Admiral David Glasgow Farragut

~book: America’s God and Country

~David Porter

~Matthew Fontaine Maury

~U.S.S. Navy

~People had Christian faith.

~encourages the viewers to go to the website.



~Support TCT.

#550 – 10/7

William talks about:

~Ulysses S. Grant

~book: America’s God and Country.

~How Grant resigned from the military

~The Battle of Gettysburg

~Shenandoah Valley

~How Grant stopped the Act of Indian Removal

~Quaker policy

~The Siege of Vicksburg

~ Support TCT.

#551 – 10/10

William Federer talks about:

~Ulysses S. Grant

~Book: For God and Country

~What attrition is.

~How slavery ended

~Slavery in Cuba

~The greenbacks

~The Indian Removal Policy

~What a pogrom is.

~the Gilded Age

~support TCT.

#552 – 10/11



William talks about:

~How Christians were persecuted.

~book: The Rise of the Tyrant

~Nero was a brutal man

~How Christians were driven out of the military

~The Star-Spangled Banner

~James McHenry

~Encourages the viewers to go to the website.

~Support TCT.

#553 – 10/12

William talks about:

~Pennsylvania and the Delaware Indians

~Book: For God and Country

~The Ottoman Empire

~The Counsel of Constance

~The Thirty Years War

~John and Charles Wesley

~The Belt of Wampum

~Encourages the viewers to go to the website.

~Support TCT.

#554 – 10/13

William Federer talks about:

~Moravian Missionaries

~Book: For God and Country



~The Lenepe Indians

~The French and Indian War

~The two threads of history

~The Opium Wars

~The Indian Removal Act

~Chief Gelelemend

~Ludwig van Zinzendorg

~support TCT.

#555 – 10/14

William talks about:

~book: For God and Country

~The three types of colonies

~The Dutch East India Company

~What a burgess is

~King Charles II

~Thomas Hooker

~The Mayflower Compact

~The Congregational Church

~Israel has a government from the bottom up

~Support TCT

#556 – 10/17

William talks about:

~James Wilson

~book: For God and Country



~Who could vote

~Voting Rights Act

~Theatre tests people’s morals

~Alexander the Great

~The Fifth Column

~Ways that a person could manipulate a vote

~support TCT.

#438 – 10/18

William Federer talks about:

~Book: America’s God and Country.

~What James Wilson did.

 ~Wilson believed that God was the One who sets up laws.

~talks about the conscience.

  ~what the common law is.

#439 – 10/19

William Federer talks about:

~Rodger Sherman

~book: America’s God and Country

~David Jones

~the Connecticut Compromise

~how coins were made out of Gold

~how paper currency was invented.

~why Connecticut is the Constitution State.



#440 – 10/20

William Federer talks about:

~the Farewell Address of George Washington

~book: America’s God and Country.

~the 22nd Amendment: Limiting Presidents to only two terms.

~how Rome was a Republic.

~despotism

~support TCT.

#441 – 10/21

William Federer talks about:

~George Washington’s warning to people 

~what usurpation is

~debt and prosperity

~the different countries that hate one another.

~Benedict Arnold – did things to disobey his country.

~global business.

#442 – 10/24

William Federer talks about: 

~George Mason

~Book: America’s God and Country

~what the Bill of Rights was written for

~why George Mason did not sign the Bill of Rights

~the Preamble of the Constitution.

~support TCT.



#443 – 10/25

William Federer talks about

~Fischer Ames

~book: America’s God and Country.

~What a Republic is

~the French Revolution

~morals – what happens when morals disappear.

#444 – 10/26

William Federer talks about:

~Joseph Story – Supreme Court Justice.

~Book: America’s God and Country

~the Amistad Case

~the case, Vidal v. Girard,

~the rights of conscience.

~why people need to defend their rights

#445- 10/27

William Federer talks about:

~Samuel Chase

~book: America’s God and Country

~the Stamp Act

~Thomas M’Creery

~James Kent



#446 – 10/28

William Federer talks about:

~Chief Justice John Marshall

~book: America’s God and Country.

~the Indian Removal Act

~the Whig

~What a federalist was

~who anti-federalists are.

#447 – 10/31

William Federer talks about:

~the church of the Holy Trinity v. United States

~book: America’s God and Country

~why the number “2” is holy in Islam

~the Court Case – The People v. Ruggles

#448 – 11/1

William Federer talks about:

~William Howard Taft

~book: America’s God and  Country

~the Bull Moose Party

~what deists believe in

~why God has a plan A and B

~Calvin Coolidge 

~why he believes in the brotherhood of man.



#449 – 11/2

William Federer talks about:

~Thomas Cooley

~God’s broken laws and how these broken laws are crying out to God.

~how God is going to hold people accountable.

~his email: American Minute.

~the Mexican-American War.

~book: American Minute.

~how Cooley wanted to recognize Christianity.

~the Caste System

~support TCT.

#450 – 11/3

William talks about:

~the debate in the Constitutional Convention.

~book: From Change to Chains

~the Constitution and how the founders of American wanted the power to be tied from the leaders 
(Concentrating Power).

~Roger Sherman

~how the power of the States needs to have their hands tied.

~the Tower of Babel.

~how leaders get greedy and always desire to have more money. 

~Plato wrote a book called The Republic – talks about the people that love fame and honor.

~Plato’s five stages of the love of fame and money.

~support TCT.

~Frederic Bastiat



#451 – 11/4

William talks about:

~human nature – how people lust for power.

~greed, people’s selfish nature.

~Plato wrote in The Republic- human nature.

~Frederic Bastiat

~the origin of plunder.

~book: From Change to Chains

~Montesquieu – The Spirit of the Laws

~Noah Webster

~Support TCT.

#452 – 11/7

William talks about:

~the tragedies that happened when a dictator was in power.

~book: From Change To Change

~how people can be selfish

~the British Empire

~Samuel Langdon – Harvard President

~what happens when a person is too poor or too rich

~how lawlessness hurts and destroys people.

~why it’s important to have a revival.

#453 – 11/8

William talks about:

~Republics and Democracies.



~Machiavellianism

~Hagel – how leaders need to create a crisis

~Calvin Coolidge

~why people want to find crisis.

~Bishop Francis Asbury.

~book: From Change to Chains 

~support TCT.

#454 – 11/9

William Federer talks about:

~James Monroe

~French officer: Lafayette – a friend of James Monroe.

~Monroe Doctrine.

~why people need to have morals and be knowledgeable.

~what usurpation is.

~book: America’s God and Country

~why people need to thank God for their blessings.

~support TCT.

#455 – 11/10

William Federer talks about:

~John Adams

~the legacy of John Adams

~book: America’s God and Country 

~Abigail Adams

~Henry Adams – great-grandson of John Adams

~Henry Cabot Lodge – Edited Henry’s autobiography.



~how unique America’s history is.

~why people surrendered their rights to the government.

~support TCT.

#456 – 11/11

William Federer talks about:

~the American and French Revolution.

~what Small Pox is.

~Jonathan Edwards

~the sermon: “Sinners In The Hands of An Angry God”.

~the Great Awakening Revival.

~how Timothy Dwight stopped French infidelity.

~Thomas Paine

~book: America’s God and Country

~Edmund Burke

~support TCT.

#557 – 11/14

William talks about:

~Book: The Rise of the Tyrant.

~the Constitutional Convention.

~What Babel was.

~A salaried bureaucracy.

~Why people want politicians to become powerful.

~support TCT.



#558 – 11/15

William talks about:

~how to get more of what you want.

~book: Rise of the Tyrant.

~How to get money

~why people want to take what other people have.

~Plato

~Examining governmental leaders.

~How leaders take power.

~how to pit selfishness against themselves.

~positive and negative motivation.

~Frederic Bastiat.

~Support TCT.

#559 – 11/16

William talks about:

~Frederic Bastiat.

~Book: Rise of the Tyrant

~Virtue

~Samuel Langdon

~Noah Webster

~What polling is.

~What a republic is.

~Lord Acton

~Support TCT.



#560 – 11/17

William Federer talks about:

~Thomas Jefferson.

~Ways to change laws.

~book: For God And Country.

~How laws change.

~what usurpation is.

~John Bingham – the 14th Amendment.

~the Government big enough to give people things is also big enough to take it all away.

~Support TCT.

#561 – 11/18

William talks about:

~the trend for parties.

~books: The Rise of the Tyrant, From Chains to Change.

~Spirit of Faction.

~Why it’s important to seek the Lord.

~The different parties and people’s attachment to the party.

~the Civil War

~Foreign Influence.

~What despotism is.

~support TCT.

#562 – 11/21

William talks about:

~The Thirteen original states.



~Book: America’s God and Country

~The State Constitution.

~The different states that ratified the Constitution.

~The Preamble to the Bill of Rights.

~John Wilson

~Encourages the viewers to go to the TCT website to support TCT.

#563 – 11/22

William talks about:

~The Vikings

~book: The Rise of the Tyrant

~the English Common Law

~The Code of Patrick

~King Alfred

~King Alfred’s Law

~the Normans

~Encourages the viewers to go to the website to support TCT.

#564 – 11/23

William talks about:

~American freedoms

~The Magna Carta

~books: From Change to Chains, and The Rise of the Tyrant

~Queen Esther

~The Code of Patrick

~Alfred the Great



~Richard the Lionhearted

~encourages the viewers to go to the website to support TCT.

#2015TH1 – 11/24

William talks about:

~the history of Thanksgiving.

~William Brewster

~why the Pilgrims fled

~William Brewster taught English

~Squanto

~the Three Types of Colonies

~support TCT.

#2015TH2 – 11/25

William talks about:

~the Pilgrims attempted Communism

~The Mayflower Compact

~the three types of colonies

~Ivan the Terrible

~The Amsterdam Stock Exchange

~the Royal Crown Colony

~book: American Minute

~The Theory of Plato

~support TCT.



#565 – 11/28

William talks about:

~The Magna Carta

~Books: Change to Chains, and The Rise of the Tyrant

~A Dictator

~The limitation of the King. It was their own words.

~King John

~The Stamp Act

~The different clauses of the Magna Carta

~Support TCT.

#566 – 11/29

William talks about:

~The Third Crusade.

~book: America’s God and Country

~King John

~Rome destroyed Jerusalem

~The dhimmi Status.

~Muslims killed Christians

~Gregory Bar-Hebraeus

~the Crusades

~the First Crusade.

~Encourages the viewers to support TCT.

#567 – 11/30

William talks about:



~Richard the Lionhearted.

~the Third Crusade

~Book: What Every American needs to know about the Quran.

~Saint Nicholas.

~The First Crusade

~The Second Crusade.

~Aleppo

~The Third Crusade

~Encourages the viewers to go to the website to support TCT.

#568 – 12/1

William talks about:

~When writing was invented.

~Book: America’s God and Country

~Egyptian Hieroglyphics

~Equality

~the Caste System

~The Story of King Saul

~Support TCT.

#516 – 12/2

William Federer talks about:

~Thomas Jefferson

~The Danbury Baptists

~Book: The Original 13

~What Hate Crime Legislation Is



~The differences between Islam and Jefferson

~How people were chased out of different states.

~Support TCT. 

#517 – 12/5

William talks about:

~Book: The Original 13

~The Danbury Baptists

~taxes

~John Leland

~The Rights of Conscience

~ William Penn

~The Four types of church governments

~The Anglican Church was disestablished

~Support TCT.

#518 – 12/6

William talks about:

~book: American Minute

~the history of Leap Day

~Julius Caesar

~Pompeii

~The Julian Calendar

~The Lunar Calendar

~How the months were developed 

~the history of Easter



~Support TCT.

#519 – 12/7

William talks about:

~The Ten Commandments

~book: Change to Chains

~Cecil B. Demille

~Love is voluntary

~George Orwell

~How the Ten Commandments influenced the President’s decisions.

~Support TCT.

#520 – 12/8

William talks about:

~Cardinal Nolan

~Hospitals

~Hospitals were staffed by religious orders

~The Hotel-Dieu

~Saint Vincent de Paul

~America’s First Hospital

~Organizations of religious Convictions

~Support TCT.

#521 – 12/9

William talks about:

~book: Backfired



~Charles V.

~The Treaty of Augsburg

~William Penn

~John Carroll

~Georgetown Hospital

~the King wanted and forced people to follow him.

~why people should choose to believe the King

~Evangelism

~support TCT.

#522 – 12/12

William talks about:

~Georgetown University

~John and Charles Carroll

~book: Backfired

~Why love should be voluntary

~Daniel Carroll

~Elizabeth Seton

~Support TCT.

#523 – 12/13

William talks about:

~Vlad the Impaler

~Victor Hugo

~book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~the Story of Deborah



~the Muslims invaded Romania

~Support TCT.

#524 – 12/14

William talks about:

~John Quincy Adams

~book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~The Gag Rule

~Slave Owners

~The different ways that Islam spreads

~support TCT.

#525 – 12/15

William talks about:

~Morocco

~Book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~Indian Trade

~The Stolen Village

~Protection payments

~the Vatican City Wall

~the Bibliography of John Quincy Adams

~The Barbary Wars

~Support TCT.

CHR06 – 12/19

William Federer discusses the story of the real Saint Nicholas and how the Santa Claus legend was 
developed.



CHR07 – 12/20

William Federer discusses the significance of Christmas Day throughout history

CHR08 – 12/21

William Federer discusses the significance of Christmas Eve throughout history, and examines the history 
of popular Christmas carols.

CHR09 – 12/22

William Federer discusses the history of popular Christmas carols including Hark The Herald Angels 
Sing, O Come All Ye Faithful, and Joy To The World.

CHR10 – 12/23

William Federer discusses the Christmas Truce of 1914 during World War I, and quotes various U.S. 
Presidents` Christmas messages.

#527 – 12/26

William talks about:

~The Barbary Pirate Wars

~book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~The Ridda Laws

~Bishop Francis Asbury

~Patrick Henry

~Baptist in Connecticut

~Jefferson’s view of Islam

~support TCT.

#528 – 12/27



William talks about:

~Montesquieu

~book: From Change to Chains

~ What a Republic is

~What a Monarch is

~What a Despot is

~The different between a Democracy and a Republic

~ Encourages the viewers to go to TCT’s website.

~Support TCT.

#529 – 12/28

William talks about:

~Montesquieu

~book: From Change to Chains

~The different forms of Government

~The three branches of Government

~How power corrupts people

~The role of the legislator

~The Spirit of the Laws

~Support TCT.

#530 – 12/29

William talks about:

~The National Motto, “In God We Trust”

~book: American Minute

~The Star Spangled Banner



~Why it’s important for America to be under God.

~What a silver certificate is

~Encourages the viewers to go to TCT’s website.

~support TCT.

#531 – 12/30

William talks about:

~Ben Franklin

~Book America’s God and Country

~The War of Jenkin’s Ear

~The Great Awakening Revival

~George Whitefield.

~When Daylight Savings Time was suggested.

LEN AND CATHY CONTINUITY 4TH QUARTER 2016

#553 – 10/3 & 12/5/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~ways to appreciate creation. 

~they put Jesus first in their relationship. Talk about their testimony. 

~how Jesus can cleanse your sins.

~why patience is important. 

~God is working behind the scenes for you.

Len introduces a roll-in to support TCT. Get Len and Cathy’s CD for $45 or more.

Len and Cathy talk about:



~Hebrews 10, talk about why people should not give up.

~read Luke 2:21–22, 40–52; Jesus needed to grow as a human.

#554 – 10/4 & 12/6/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~God’s perfect plan.

~let God take care of the timing.

~read Luke 2:51, talk about how Jesus was doing what the Father wanted.

~ how Jesus had to be obedient to his mother and father.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of how to get Len and Cathy’s CD and DVD for $45.

Len talks about the CD- How to Break Free From Generational Curses.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~ Luke 2:52, how Jesus was learning humanity. 

~Reads Luke 1:76–80, talk about how people want to be grown, but they do 
not want to grow.

~encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#555 – 10/5 & 12/7/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~what to do when you are waiting for God.

~read Exodus 2:2, Moses’ mother hid him for three months.

~ the time when the Lord put Len on TV.

~Read Matthew 6:33, God put your desires in your heart.



Len introduces a roll-in of Len and Cathy’s CDs for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how the waiting process is good for you.

~God wants people to trust in Him.

~reads Psalm 93:14–16, talks about how God will deliver you and set you on 
High.

~why you should not resist God’s ways to refine you.

~we need to do our best work while we are waiting.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#556 – 10/6 & 12/8/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~enduring the training process of waiting.

~read Hebrews 5:8–9, talk about the things that Jesus endured from birth to 
the Cross. 

~how the Lord gave them a car.

~how to get from the time of promise to the time of manifestation.

~read Hebrews 6:10, God will keep good records of what you do for Him.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of Len and Cathy’s CDs for $45.

Cathy talks about the different songs on Len’s CD.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why people should not criticize their harvest.

~read Colossians 3:23–24, Go to the Lord to find your significance in your 
life. 



~refuse to complain about your assignment.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#557 – 10/7 & 12/9/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the word songs.

~read Psalm 112, the curses stop here.

Len introduces a roll-in about how to get their DVDs and CDs for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~blessings.

~The Holy Spirit will move on your words. God will create and produce 
what you say.

~a thought unspoken may die unborn.

~call in your testimonies. 

#558 – 10/10 & 12/12/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~read Psalm 112, anybody can be born into the body of Christ.

~people will be honored in Heaven.

~people need to be real with God.

Len introduces a roll-in about how to get their DVDs and CDs for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the thousand fold harvest.



~the Lord will give us wisdom.

~why people need to get things immediately.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#559 – 10/11 & 12/13/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how to view their program.

~Psalm 112, talk about favor. 

Len introduces a roll-in about how to get their DVDs and CDs for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why people need to have an eternal view.

~what is meant by – your heart is fixed.

~encourage the viewers to be filled with the Holy Spirit.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#560 – 10/12 & 12/14/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Psalm 112

~what is the first thing that comes out of your mouth when troubles come.

~you can face whatever comes at you. 

Len introduces a roll-in about how to get their DVDs and CDs for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how evil cannot touch you if you have declared God’s protection over you.



~how to act when someone is frustrated. Why people need to hear and speak 
scripture.

~the law of change. Why people need to free their minds. 

~insecurity – the curse of humanity. 

~what the word “Selah” means.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#561 – 10/13 & 12/15/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how much they travel.

~people need to speak up for their rights.

~go out to vote, get your voice heard.

Len introduces a roll-in to their DVD and CD’s for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~we need to take an active role in prayer.

~why people need to be free

~we need to bring America back to Righteousness.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#562 – 10/14 & 12/16/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~turning trouble to triumph.

~Psalm 46, what the word “Selah” means. 



~talk about how the light of God will eliminate darkness.

~support the Len and Cathy program.

Len introduces a roll-in to get their DVD and CD’s for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~support TCT.

~ the words “Trouble”, “Refuge”, “Strength”

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#563 – 10/17 & 12/19/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~God is our refuge and strength.

~read Psalm 46, talk about fear.

~ the definition of fear.

~what the word “Selah” means.

~we need to pray for restoration.

Len introduces a roll-in of their CD for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~what the word “river” means, what the word “stream” means.

~what the words “glad” and “city” mean. 

~read Psalm 121:4, we can sleep peacefully when the Lord is watching over 
us.  Read Psalm 46:5, talk about what the word “midst” means. What “shall not be 
moved” and what “help” means. 

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.



#564 – 10/18 & 12/20/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Psalm 46

~talk about the word “midst”

~we get what we declare.

Len introduces a roll-in to get their DVD and CDs for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about

~the results of God uttering His voice.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#565 – 10/19 & 12/21/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Psalm 46.

~the Psalms have wisdom

~why people need to make reference to His name.

~what the “Lord of Hosts” means.

Len introduces a roll-in to get their DVD and CD’s for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about 

~read Psalm 46:8, the word “desolations”.  Give God access to your life.

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

Len and Cathy talk about

~what “war to cease” means in Hebrew.



#566 – 10/20 & 12/22/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the Lord is the ever revealing One. 

~read Psalm 46, talk about the phrase, “Be still and know I Am God”.

Len introduces a roll-in to get their DVD and CDs for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about

~receiving the love of God

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

~make God the final authority in your life.

~how to renew your mind.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#567 – 10/21 & 12/27/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~prosperity.

~It’s God’s will for you to prosper.

~when you give God will give back to you.

~the harvest is bigger than the seed.

~the end-time wealth transfer.

~read Psalm 35:27–28 – we need to financially fund the massive amount of 
souls that will enter into the Kingdom.

Len introduces a roll-in to get their  DVD and CDs for $45.



~reads Psalm 25:13; Proverb 13:22, the sinner is out working for the just.

~Deuteronomy 6:10 –12 – God will give us things that we did not work for.

~Psalm 105:37, how God brought His people out with silver and gold. 

Cathy reads the Supernatural Debt Cancellation prophecy by Leroy Thompson

#568 – 10/24 & 12/28/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~we can be in fellowship with the Creator. 

~the supernatural transfer of wealth.

~God is no respecter of persons.

~why it’s important to have money.

~read Proverb 13:22, we should have enough money for our children and 
our grandchildren.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of how to get Len’s DVD and the scripture packets for 
$45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the tithe. Why people need to expect the hundred fold harvest.

~why people should not eat their seeds.

~read Ecclesiastes 2:26, talk about how Christians need to be bold for our 
money.

#569 – 10/25 & 12/29/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the end time supernatural debt cancellation.



~Psalm 105:37 how God blessed other people. The transfer of wealth.

~read 2 Kings 7:1

Cathy introduces a roll-in of how to get Len’s DVD and the scripture packets for 
$45.

Len and Cathy

~read 2 Kings 7, talk about unbelief.

~the supernatural transfer of wealth.

~the Lord gives victory.

#570 – 10/26 & 12/30/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the end-time wealth transfer.

~talks about what the word “mortgage” means.

~read Ecclesiastes 2:25–26, Isaiah 55, talk about debt-cancellation.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of the CD and Healing packets for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~you can claim what you want. 

~why you need to believe in what you receive. 

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#571 – 10/27

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Proverb 13:22, money should go into the hands of the righteous.



~the Azusa Street Revival.

~people need to take steps of faith, and never be hanging back.

Len introduces a roll-in of how to get Len’s DVD and the scripture packets for 
$45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how God wants to bless his people.

~encourage the viewers to accept Jesus as their Lord and Savior.

~encourage the viewers to get strife out of their life.

#572 – 10/28

Len and Cathy talk about:

~prosperity

~you are a conduit in what God does through you.

~sow seed, so that you will prosper.

Len introduces a roll-in of how to get Len’s DVD and the scripture packets for 
$45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Luke 6:38, Deut. 6:10, and other scriptures that talk about prosperity

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

# 533 – 10/31

Len and Cathy talk about:

~ the 23rd Psalm.



~ green pastures. How God wants people to lie down in green pastures.

Len introduces a roll-in offering Len’s CDs and Cathy’s teaching CD for $100.

~ what the word “lead” means. 

~ how God leads us to a source of fresh water.

~God restores my soul.

~the Lord will give you breath.

#534 – 11/1

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Psalm 23, the beautiful things of nature.

~people need to appreciate the beautiful things of nature. 

~read Psalm 23, God turns back the clock. Why people need to get into the 
Word. 

~the gifts of the Spirit.  What the word “restoring” means.

Len introduces a roll-in of their teaching and healing packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the power of The Word. 

~ the healing packet.

~what the word “path” means. 

~why people need to walk in love.

~ what the word “walk” means. 

Len encourages the viewers to support TCT.



#535 – 11/2

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the shadow that death casts on your emotions.

~ what the word “fear” means.

~your mouth has power over your mind.

~what evil means.

~why people should not fear what other people may say.

~what a rod is.

Len introduces a roll-in of their CDs for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about 

~how people belong to their shepherd.

~God can do anything.

~what the word enemy means, what anointing means.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#536 – 11/3

Len and Cathy talk about:

~people with better information can do better at life.

~God can break through our circumstances.

~Proverb 10:22, why people need to declare what they want.

~Ephesians 2:4-6, Jesus gave His people the keys to death, hell, and the 
grave.



Cathy introduces a roll-in that talks about Len’s CD and Healing scriptures for 
$100.

Cathy and Len talk about:

~How God wanted us to rise up with Him.

~read Ephesians 1:17-22, talk about our spiritual eyes. Trouble is under our 
feet. 

~read Ephesians 2:6-7, talk about how special you are to God.

~why people need to govern their family. 

#537 – 11/4

Len and Cathy talk about:

~our victorious position in high places.

~1 John 4:17, how people need to change their views.

~the word “dominate”. People can dominate over those situations that come 
against them.

~why people can speak peace over those situations.

Len introduces a roll-in of his CD and Cathy’s teaching for $100.

Len and Cathy

~read 1 John 5:4, talk about the victory that overcomes the world.

~they need to declare a harvest for those partners that support TCT.

~Support TCT. Call in your testimonies. 

#538 – 11/7

Len and Cathy talk about:



~encourage the viewers to connect with them on social media.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

~how to live on the higher road.

~the gospel is extreme.

~unbelief can be unrecognizable. 

Cathy introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD How Great Thou Art and the Prosperity 
packets for $40.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why people need to release the negative thinking. You need to see yourself 
differently.

~the difference between identity and identification.

~read Psalm 115:16, Christians are supposed to rule and reign over the earth.

~support TCT.

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

#539 – 11/8

Len and Cathy talk about:

~learning how to take the high road.

~why people need to learn about who they are.

~read Psalm 115:16; God has given people authority over the earth. God has 
given us free will to make choices. 

Len introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD How Great Thou Art and the Prosperity 
packets for $40.

Cathy talks about seed, time, and harvest.



~why people need to decree over a thing. You need to pray over the 
situation.

#540 – 11/9

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why people need to dwell on the Word. 

~being on the high Road.

~read Deuteronomy 11:21, people need to have a long life. Talk about the 
promised land. 

Len introduces a roll-in of his CD How Great Thou Art for $40 or more. 
Encourages the viewers to get the Prosperity Packet.

Len talks about his testimony. His anxiety left him when he accepted Christ.

Len and Cathy read Psalm 126

~talk about the different types of degrees

~read Job 13:15, talk about trusting in God even in the midst of the worst of 
situations.

~what Zion is.

~talk about evangelism.

~talk about “Whosoever can have whatsoever”

~put your trust in God. 

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#541 – 11/10

Len and Cathy talk about:



~their motorcycle ride. The Blue Ridge Parkway.

~living in the will of the Lord.

~why visions are important.

~read Romans 1:16-17, why people need to stand up for what they need to 
stand up for.

Len introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD How Great Thou Art and the Prosperity 
packets for $40.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the just shall live by faith

~Hebrews 10:35, do not cast away your confidence.

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Savior

#542 – 11/11 

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the just shall live by faith.

~confidence

~Hebrews 10:35–39, how people are one with Christ. Embrace Christ.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD How Great Thou Art and the Prosperity 
packets for $40.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Hebrews10:35–39, about what patience is. 

~Hebrews 11:1-3; faith believes that it has evidence. A person cannot live by 
those things that a person would see.

~talks about how faith can sneak up on you.



#543 - 11/14

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the Bible. Why it’s important for children to hear the Word of God. Talk 
about Gospel Duck.

~how the just shall live by Faith.

~talks about what a miracle will do.

Len introduces a roll-in of Len Mink’s CDs, Healing Packet, and Cathy’s teaching 
CDs for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why it’s important to write your vision down.

~verb tense is important in using faith.

~how the Lord can speak to His people.

~reads Genesis 11:6, talks about confession. Why it’s important to say the 
same thing.

#544 – 11/15 

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how everything is alive in Heaven.

~read Malachi 7:16–17, God inhabits the praises of His people.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of Len Mink’s CDs, Healing Packet, and Cathy’s 
teaching CDs for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:



~Malachi 3, talk about stout words. How you can ask God for forgiveness 
after you say those words.

~fear and condemnation kills all faith. Be quick to repent.

~forgiveness. You need to forgive yourself.

~self-condemnation and false guilt.

Len encourages the viewers to forgive themselves. 

~prays for the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#545 – 11/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~mountain-moving faith.

~the importance of the spoken word. Talk about quantum faith.

~what neutrality is in spirituality. 

~read Mark 11:23, talk about the importance of saying something. 

~what science is.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of her teaching CDs offered for $100.

Len encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~what worship is.

~why Jesus is the cosmic Christ.

~read Colossians 1:17, talk about the words – “consist” and “adhere”.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 



#546 – 11/17

Len and Cathy talk about:

~encourage the viewers to like them on Facebook.

~how your belief system transmits everywhere that you go. 

~Colossians 1:17, talk about the word “consist”

~read John 1:1–3, God downloaded the image into Jesus.

Len introduces a roll-in to encourage the viewers to get his DVD.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~those smaller particles are expanding in the bigger particles. 

~what quantum physics is.

~read Hebrews 11:3, sound is what created light. Your words are energy.

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#547 – 11/18

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the language of faith.

~the things that are seen are temporary, but the things that are not seen are 
permanent.

~when sub atomic particles collide, a musical frequency is noted from the 
collision. 

Len introduces a roll-in of their CDs and the healing packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.



~how the sound waves turn to particles. 

~sound effects matter.

~expectancy is another word for faith.

~why people set their minds on positive ideas. Renew your mind. 

Cathy prays for the viewers to have peace in their lives. 

#573 – 11/21

Len and Cathy:

~read Psalm 100, the center of the provision.

~read Psalm 103:19–21, talk about how strong angels are.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of the Angel package for $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the supernatural church.

~ the time when Len saw an angel. What the angel looked like.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#574 – 11/22

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Why it’s important to be thankful.

~Psalm 103:19, Psalm 104:1-4, 25–35, talk about what God does for every 
creature. Talk about what the angel looks like in scripture.

Len talks about the angel that he saw when he was worshipping God.



Len and Cathy talk about the Angel package for $45.  Introduce a roll-in of the 
Angel package.

#575 – 11/23

Len and Cathy talk about:

~being thankful.

~read Luke 15:10, talk about repentance. Angels have joy over every person 
that comes to know Jesus.

~read 1 Peter 3:22, talk about the angels that have come to encourage one 
another. 

Cathy talks about the Angel package for $45.  Introduces a roll-in of the Angel 
package.

Len talks about the angel that he witnessed while he was worshipping God.

Len and Cathy talk about how the people were touched while in that meeting.

~why it’s important to take what you need.

#LACTG112416 – 11/24

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Happy Thanksgiving.

~talk about the foods that their mothers made while they were growing up.

~when the Thanksgiving holiday was celebrated in the past. 

~the first Thanksgiving.

~the Mayflower Compact. What foods were served on the first 
Thanksgiving.



~ start traditions in your household. Do something nice for somebody else.

Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel package for $45.

Cathy talks about why people should celebrate their blessings.

~reads Psalm 9, 2 Corinthians 9:11, Jeremiah 30:19, Philippians 4:4–8 – be 
sure you give God Thanks.

~The Praise Cure

#576 – 11/25

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Be thankful.

~ the ministry of angels. 

~read 1 Peter 1:8–12, talk about angels.

~the Cosmic Christ.

~read Revelation 4:8–12, talk about what an angel looks like. 

Cathy introduces a roll-in of the angel offer for $45.

Len and Cathy

~read Hebrews 12:22, Revelation 5:11, talk about the different kinds of 
angels. 

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

~encourage the viewers to read the Word of God.

~talk about the purpose of angels. Why it’s important to put them to work

#548 – 11/28



Len and Cathy talk about:

~how important our words can be for our faith.

~we live in a voice activated universe.

~read Genesis 1:1-2, talk  about what the word “earth” means. What the 
word “form” means. What the word “darkness” means. What the word “face” 
means.

Cathy introduces a roll in of their CDs and the Healing Packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

~the substance of words. God is a rational being. Words create things.

~Mark 11:12–25, talk about the God kind of faith.

~what you are speaking should be lined up with the Word of God.  

#549 – 11/29

Len and Cathy talk about:

~all things respond to energy.

~a sound canon

~how things were made by the spoken word of God.

~do you introduce faith-filled words into your life?

Len introduces a roll in of their CDs and Healing packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how words are seeds.

~how your mouth is the thermostat of your life.



~ the laws of gravity. 

~read Hebrews 11:1, talk about what faith is. 

Cathy encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#550 – 11/30

Len and Cathy talk about:

~science and the Bible are converging.

~read Hebrews 11:3, Romans 12:2, what makes things of the spirit become 
tangible. 

~how things become visible.

~read Romans 4, what God calls being weak in faith. Do not stagger in 
unbelief.

Cathy introduces a roll in of their CDs and Healing packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Kingdom principles.

~people need to live by Kingdom principles and not worldly principles.

~read Romans 5:17, people need to rule and reign in life. 

~people need to focus on the Word of God. 

Len encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 

~encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#551 – 12/1

Len and Cathy talk about:



~how they are creating a faith wall.

~talk about the properties that have not been sold. A person needs to believe 
in faith.

~how a person can stand in faith that a home will sell.

~Proverbs 24: 3–4, Deuteronomy 6:10–11; scriptures to stand on for a new 
house.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of their CDs and Healing packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

~people need to believe for a hundred fold harvest. Believe for the miracle 
that you want. 

~Proverb 9:1; Proverb 12:7; Proverb 15:6; Isaiah 32:17–18; Psalm 66:12

~ how women have so much faith. Psalm 16:5–6

~pray for God to give people a new house. Pray for the viewers to accept 
Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#552 – 12/2

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how to live free from burden or care.

~1 Peter 5:7, people were made not to have burden. Cast all your cares upon 
God. 

Len introduces a roll- in of their CDs and Healing packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.



~God is watching over you.

~read Psalm 55:22, the Lord has people that will sustain you.

~read Isaiah 40:29, the Lord will increase your strength.

~read Isaiah 40:28–31, the Lord will never grow weary. Psalm 62:5, you 
will be renewed by waiting on God.  Matthew 11:28; Psalm 127:2, why people 
need to sleep.  

#LACCHR20161 – 12/23

Len and Cathy talk about:

~ Christmas. 

~why Christ left Heaven.

~why Christ suffered for us.

~ the memories that they have of Christmas.

Len introduces a roll-in of the Angel package $45.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how people are considering their eternity during Christmas time. 

Dated: It’s Christmas time #LACCHR20162 – 12/26

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how Christmas symbolizes miracles. 

~why it’s important to do something for somebody else to change another 
person’s life. 

Len introduces a roll-in that talks about the Angel package. $45.

Len and Cathy:



~read Luke 2, talk about the Christmas story.

~read the story by John G. Lake – The Christmas story.

~look to Christ for your healing.

~pray for God to heal the viewers.

RABBI LAPIN CONTINUITY 4TH QUARTER 2016

#347

Airdates: 10/3/ & 12/5/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how the spiritual affects the physical.

#348

Airdates: 10/4 & 12/6/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how sometimes we are so passionate about something that we do 
not realize we are imposing our passion on others.

#349

Airdates: 10/5 & 12/7/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore why we seem to blame God when bad things happen but do not 
acknowledge him when good things happen.

#350

Airdates: 10/6 & 12/8/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore spiritual viruses that spread through the culture making it easy to 
get people to believe in shortages, but we serve a God of abundance.

#351

Airdates: 10/7 & 12/9/16



Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the four categories that our lives divide into: Family, Finances, 
Friendship, and Faith and answer a question in the Faith category about mourning.

#352

Airdates: 10/10 & 12/12/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore horoscopes and how the signs relate to the Hebrew calendar with a 
discussion on the month of Kislev.

#353

Airdates: 10/11 & 12/13/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the connection between food and the spiritual.

#354

Airdates: 10/12 & 12/14/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore things that are embedded in our culture such as why we use pink 
for girls and blue for boys and give rings for an engagement.

#355

Airdates: 10/13 & 12/15/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how reading the Bible will give you new insight each time you 
read illustrated by looking at the genealogy in Genesis 5.

#356

Airdates: 10/14 & 12/16/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how to properly approach the altar of God.

#357

Airdates: 10/17 & 12/19/16



Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore resources to explain the concept of a moral hierarchy that seems to 
be missing from our culture today.

#358

Airdates: 10/18 & 12/20/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the colors red and blue that are used in the U.S. election cycle.

#359

Airdates: 10/19 & 12/21/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore what the Bible says about group prayer. Is it more powerful than 
individual prayer?

#360

Airdates: 10/20 & 12/22/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the differences in how men and woman look at time and how the 
Bible looks at days, months, and years.

#361

Airdates: 10/21 & 12/23/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore why bad things happen even if we think we are doing something 
that is good.

#362

Airdates: 10/24 & 12/26/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how our identities are much more tied to the people in our lives 
than we would like to think.

#363



Airdates: 10/25 & 12/27/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore “a picture is worth a thousand words” and how words really do 
add more meaning.

#364

Airdates: 10/26 & 12/28/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the triangle consisting of God, humans, and everything else and 
teaching our children how morality and biology are interwoven.

#365

Airdates: 10/27 & 12/29/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the pros and cons of “living for the moment” - sometimes it is 
needed, sometimes it is not.

#366

Airdates:  10/28 & 12/30/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore telling the truth to people whether or not they like the truth instead 
of being politically correct.

#367

Airdate: 10/31/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how to become a human lie detector.

#368

Airdate: 11/1/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore putting trusted friends in your child’s life so that they may have 
trusted advisors in the future.



#369

Airdate: 11/2/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the words “child” (yeled) vs “lad” (naar).

#370

Airdate: 11/3/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the two forms of the word “with” - im and et.

#371

Airdate: 11/4/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore that there is no word for “hero” in the Hebrew language.

#327

Airdate: 11/7/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the reasons behind God wanting us to honor the Sabbath day.

#328

Airdate: 11/8/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the differences between a prison and a fortress and how those 
differences apply to our everyday lives.

#329

Airdate: 11/9/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the differences between running into someone by chance and on 
purpose. How amazing creative things happen when two or more people connect.

#330



Airdate: 11/10/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore being humble.

#331

Airdate: 11/11/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore Miracles - even if they are naturally occurring, if they occur at the 
right time, it is still a miracle.

#332

Airdate: 11/14/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the world has rules - it does not work by magic.

#333

Airdate: 11/15/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore The Bible - Gods instruction manual.

#334

Airdate: 11/16/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the power of "touch".

#335

Airdate: 11/17/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the meaning and purpose behind the scapegoat.

#336

Airdate: 11/18/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how Jews are disproportionally good with money.



#337

Airdate: 11/21/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how you refer to a person affects how you view that person.

#338

Airdate: 11/22/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore looking at the spectrum between good traits and bad traits such as 
compassion vs cruelty. Should we always be only on the good side?

#339

Airdate: 11/23/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore looking at the spectrum between good traits and bad traits such as 
compassion vs cruelty - continued. Are you allowed to kill someone in self-defense?

#340

Airdate: 11/24/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore using your imagination – God’s gift to enable us to escape the 
shackles of our current circumstances.

#341

Airdate: 11/25/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the concepts and meanings behind the Jewish game Dreidel.

#342

Airdate: 11/28/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore whether it is easier to bring the benefits of the country into a city 
life or benefits of the city into a country life.



#343

Airdate: 11/29/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the phrase "please identify" found in only two places in Bible.

#344

Airdate: 11/30/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore being grateful for your "stuff" - relating to things.

#345

Airdate: 12/1/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore having to make decisions – why is it so hard and how do I know I 
am making the correct decision?

#346

Airdate: 12/2/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the growing/learning process – we do better when we remove the 
negative and then proceed to the positive good.

TOPIC SEGMENT
ISSUES PROGRAM SOURCE TYPE AIR DATE & TIMES

DURATION DURATION

Government/ Rejoice 11/5/16 7:30pm 58:30
Politics/ REJ110316AQP 11/6/16 2:30pm & 11/7/16   
6:00am
Religion Host:  Pastor John Bienlein and Guest:  Dr. Lonnie Brown, Pastor of Kingdom 
of Heaven Ministries. 



Pastor John and Dr. Lonnie discuss prayer, the future of America, and the 
Christian vote for the upcoming election. The way we vote should reflect our beliefs as 
kingdom citizens. A roll-in is introduced of Franklin Graham speaking at the Lansing, MI 
state capitol during the Decision America Tour. They encourage viewers to pray and get into the 
Word of God before going out to the polls to vote. 

Religion/ Ask the Pastor 12/5/16 2:00pm 58:30
Other ATP120516AQP

Host:  Dr. Herbert Banks. Panelists:  Pastor John Bienlein, Pastor Hurley 
Coleman, Dr. Darrell Foltz, Pastor Brian Grundy, and Pastor Evelyn Wesley-Allen. 

The pastors discuss life after death and for those who are saved, to be absent 
from the body is to be present with the Lord. The pastors talk about faith and 
works going hand in hand and work together. Today we are under grace; however the law and the Ten Commandments point out sin. Grace allows us to live free from the penalty of not being able to keep the law. 

Religion/ Ask the Pastor 12/12/16 2:00pm 58:30
Health ATP121216AQP

Host:  Pastor Brian Oswald. Panelists:  Pastor Kevin Dixson, Pastor Edward 
Jones, Pastor Richard Sayad, and Pastor Evelyn Wesley-Allen.

The pastors describe the fear of the Lord as a high reverence, respect, and 
recognition of who God is. There is a special rest for God’s people and you enter into 
it through acceptance of Christ, faith, and trust. The pastors explain that Jesus died for us to 
take away our sins and for us to receive healing. We don’t fight for victory; we fight from 
victory because of Christ. The pastors explain we can stay focused this Christmas 
season by reflecting on the greatest gift that was ever given, Jesus. 

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 

    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT
ATP      Live 12/21/16 2:00pm & 5:30 58:30 Network/WNYB

Host:  Timothy Brown

Panel:  Gail McCrory, Chris Boeckel, Leo Schifano, Frank Swerdlin

Issue: Family, Community Development, youth

Summary:      The panel  discussed that Jesus was not born on December 25th. Pastor had stated that 
Constantine changed the festivity. Another Pastor said to Celebrate Jesus birthday every day, there is no 
specific date in the Bible in which Jesus was born. Frank said he uses this date to bring more people in to 
church.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 

    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT

ATP   Live 10/26/16 2:00 &5:30 pm        58:30                     
WNYB/Network      



Host:  Jeffrey Bowens

Panel:   Mel McGinnis, Carl Peterson, Tom Broderick

Issue:  Family, America, Election

Summary The panel discussed what criteria should we use in voting in the upcoming election.  Mel 
stated that we should look for the person who is most trustworthy, fears God, has quality character. Are 
they pro-life? What are their views on social issues, and what God says about families.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 

    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT

ATP            Live 11/02/16 2:00 pm&5:30pm         58:30       
Network/WNYB                       
Host: Demeris Johnson
Panel:  Willie Odell, Mark Hill, Cleveland Howell, Mike Merrill

Issue:  Family, America, Israel

Summary:  Is this a Christian nation asked one of the viewers; Yes, said one of the Pastors, it has been 
founded on Christian principles which came from our Creator. Israel is a nation chosen by God,the apple 
of God’s eye. United States chose God to be God. We have the freedom to worship.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 

    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT

ATP            Live 11/09/16  2:00&5:30pm  58:30          WNYB 
/Network          

Host: Pat Hilkey
Panel:   Linda Badame, Mike Nace, Bruce Noffsinger
Issue:  America, Family, Election

Summary:  The panel discussed how we begin unity in America since the election of the new 
President.God is the authority overall said Linda Badame,we humble ourselves under God. The church 



rose up and voted said Pastor Mike, we watched a supernatural move of God.we pray for people in 
authority.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 
    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT

ATP            Live 12/28/16 2:00pm&5:30         58:30         
Network/WNYB
         
Host: Jeffrey Bowens

Panel:  Russell Bell, Tom Broderick, Stan Handzlik, Doug Sukhia
Issue: Family

Summary:  The panel discussed the making of a resolution in the New Year. The Pastors stated that they 
keep their selves accountable, move in the area of prayer, spending time in God’s word. Also get rid of 
the past, ask the Lord to help you. Find out in your heart what God has put there.

Program       Source Air Date Time       Program    Program #          Aired 
    Title       Type       Duration     Number             AT

ATP            Live 10/12/16 2:00pm&5:30 pm         58:30 
WNYB/Network                 

Host:  Pat Hilkey
Panel:  Linda Badame, Mike Nace, Bruce Noffsinger, Leo Schifano

Issue: Family

Summary:  Discussion of; Is God married to the church? What does that mean. Eph .5 says Linda 
Badame, explains that God desires his church just like a husband and wife. Present yourself without spot 
or wrinkle. Prepare yourself for the Lords return. We are called out people unto himself.






